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There has been an upward trend of construction injuries and fatalities in the recent decade. 
Regulatory agencies, such as the NYC Department of Buildings, exist to create and modify 
construction safety laws, review construction projects, and enforce these laws through site 
inspections, and often make the data they collect available to the public. However, there is a lack 
of predictive modeling and a lack of research regarding how to make a proactive prediction of 
potential injuries and fatalities on construction sites. This study uses public data to predict future 
construction incidents using leading indicators from information gathered from the NYC 
permits-issued and complaints-received databases. Results indicate that it is possible to predict 
future construction incidents over multiple forecast windows using a logistic regression and zero-
inflated Poisson model. While previous site incidents alone are significant in predicting future 
incidents, adding permit and complaint related information increased the true positive rate and 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Problem Statement and Scope of Research 
While progress towards safer construction sites has been made over the past century, in 
the past decade there has been a well-documented upward trend of construction injuries and 
fatalities. Regulatory agencies, such as the NYC Department of Buildings, exist to create and 
modify construction safety laws, review construction projects, and enforce laws through site 
inspections. However, there is a lack of predictive modeling and very little research regarding 
how to make proactive prediction of potential injuries and fatalities on construction sites. In 
recent years, government agencies, including those that regulate construction projects, have 
begun to release the data they collect as part of standard daily operations, for example, 
databases of approved building projects; construction site notifications and complaints made by 
the public; and construction-related accidents, injuries, and fatalities. 
These databases can be used to trace the timeline of every building project in a city from 
start to finish, allowing researchers to look at the many variables that occurred prior to an 
incident, injury, or fatality, allowing for predictive modeling. The ability to use extant, publicly 
available data, requiring no additional data collection burden or change to standard operating 
procedures within regulatory agencies, is particularly exciting, because construction sites are 
complex, dynamic, and often dangerous environments that are not easily accessible or 
conducive to data collection, particularly so for researchers outside an agency or industry. This 
dissertation seeks to use the data made public by the NYC Department of Buildings to predict 
injuries and fatalities from leading indicators (such as safety complaints, permit type). If 
successful, this project will have important, practical implications and could be utilized by 




regulatory agencies to improve safety and save lives in the construction industry.  
Most of the existing construction safety literature, often conducted by researchers in civil 
engineering departments, has focused on the analysis of safety climate within large construction 
corporations, often treating this as a latent trait, and how this culture influences accident rates. 
However, research within the construction industry has typically utilized proprietary 
information or site-specific observations. While this is appropriate for use at the corporate level, 
it does little to provide regulatory agencies with information to provide more efficient and safer 
services for their jurisdictions. Instead, government regulatory agencies have had to rely on 
post-hoc deterrence measures such as fines and license revocations to try to reduce construction 
accidents. If, however, regulatory agencies were able to utilize the data they already collect to 
predict the risk of future incidences for a given construction site, they could proactively allocate 
resources to monitor and correct dangerous situations, which could result in improved 
assessment of culpability, compliance and industry-wide safety. 
This paper seeks to use existing regulatory data, specifically the Complaints Received, 
Permit-Issuance, and Construction Related Accident Reports databases released by the New 
York City Department of Buildings (DOB), to develop statistical models to be applied in the 
construction safety domain to predict construction-site risk of injury/fatality (incidents), and to 
assess how effectively this can be done. I will be approaching incident prediction from an 
interdisciplinary perspective, applying statistical models from within the fields of measurement, 
evaluation, and statistics to the domain of construction management and safety. These statistical 
models will use leading indicators, i.e. events (such as: number of active permits, permit 
information, and types of complaints) that happen before a recorded incident. If construction 
incidents can be predicted accurately, then regulatory agencies could engage in more effective 




primary prevention methods that will affect the quality of people’s lives. 
While it is my hope that incident prediction could be utilized by regulatory agencies to 
reduce the high rates of injuries and accidents that occur in the industry, possible prevention 
measures and recommendations lie outside the scope of this paper. Nor will this paper consider 
some other salient questions that arise in monitoring construction safety, for example evaluating 
the performance of sites with proactive monitoring compared with those without compliance 
inspections; determining whether receiving a penalty for a violation prevents additional 
violations and/or incidents; and assessing to what degree compliance inspections decrease site 
risk. Rather, I will focus on the prediction of incidents involving injuries or fatalities. While this 
paper seeks to determine the most effective method (of those considered) as applied to these 
data, the goal is not to identify the best model in general for others to use in similar 
applications. Instead, this project should be seen as proof of concept to researchers that publicly 
available data can be used for effective prediction and analysis of accidents. 
1.2  Application Domain 
For the purposes of this research, I will be applying various statistical models to datasets 
made publicly available by the NYC DOB. This information has been public since 2012, with 
the implementation of NYC’s open data initiative, which seeks to improve the accessibility, 
transparency, and accountability of city government. While New York is not unique in making 
data of this kind available to the public, its diverse construction environments, heterogeneity of 
construction projects, and large volume of work make it an ideal environment to provide 
generalizability of results. 




New York City’s Department of Buildings (DOB) is responsible for enforcing the 
building code and ensuring construction safety, overseeing roughly 1 million structures and 
50+ thousand active construction sites (Mayor’s Management Report, 2020). Roughly 2% of 
construction workers are expected to be involved in a construction incident due to code 
violations per year, which translates to over two construction incidents a day (NYC Mayor’s 
Management Report, 2019). NYC has a fatal occupational injury rate 2.7 times the national 
rate of 1 death per 10,000 workers (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). Data regarding the 
number and nature of construction accidents, injuries, and fatalities has been accessible by the 
public since 2008, in accordance with local law. This incident database will be used in the 
present research to define each model’s outcome variables. 
To better contextualize the research, it is worthwhile to provide an overview of the 
construction process and its regulation in NYC. The DOB uses a permit system to regulate the 
construction of new buildings and modifications of existing buildings. There are two primary 
means of obtaining a building permit: traditional application and approval by the DOB, and 
self-certification. In the first, the submitter explains to a DOB plan reviewer what specifically 
the work is and how the work will be completed (known as means and methods), along with 
permit- specific requirements and prerequisites, for DOB review and approval. If the work is of 
sufficient simplicity, it can be sent through the self-certification system instead of being 
formally reviewed by the DOB, but the permittee risks losing their application privileges if the 
plans are found to be incorrect or fraudulent. After a permit is submitted, by either method, it is 
entered into the DOB permit database, and physical work may legally begin. All new projects 
require a permit, and many require subsequent job specific permits for additional work 
throughout the construction process. Permits expire, either after a set duration or when the work 




has been completed and ‘signed-off’ by the DOB. The complete list of permits, with descriptive 
information, is available through NYC Open Data, and is used in the current research, with 
each permit serving as a leading indicator. 
The NYC Department of Buildings is responsible for routing a limited number of 
construction inspectors to the city’s construction sites. Inspectors are responsible for enforcing 
the city’s building and administrative codes and ensuring the work in progress matches the 
permitted work on file. This may be done through standard checks at predesignated stages of a 
permit, in reaction to a violation or complaint, or as random site inspections. Building 
inspectors may also inspect a site based on reports from individuals who call NYC’s non-
emergency number (311) about construction sites. In 2013, the second most frequent reason for 
an inspector’s route was complaint response at 31.5% (Mayor’s Management Report, 2013). 
When the DOB receives a construction related complaint via 311, the complaint is categorized 
into one of four priority risk levels which are labeled A (highest priority) through D (lowest 
priority). Category A is reserved for the most serious construction complaints that are indicative 
of immediate danger to the public and, as such, legally require a building inspector to conduct 
an on-site investigation within one day.  Category B complaints require an inspection within 
seven days, and categories C and D require a response within 30 and 90 days, respectively. 
Category E, shown below, are complaints that are listed by the Department of Buildings that do 
not have a corresponding priority code. Figure 1 shows the frequencies of complaint priority 
codes by year.  
 




Figure 1 Monthly Complaint Code Frequency by Priority 
 
After investigating a complaint, inspectors issue a disposition based on their assessment 
of the worksite in question. Common dispositions are ‘no action necessary,’ ‘partial/full stop 
work order,’ and ‘OATH/DOB violation issued.’ A disposition of ‘no action necessary’ (code 
“i2”), indicates the inspector found no enforceable action, i.e. no building code violations were 
identified at the time of inspection. If, however, conditions were found that violated the 
building code, the inspector may issue a full or partial stop work order to shut down work on a 
construction site at his/her discretion until the violation has been resolved and the site has been 
deemed safe. For particularly serious transgressions, an inspector may issue an OATH/DOB 
violation. In these cases, the contractor will receive a court summons to the Office of 
Administrative Trials and Hearings where they will get a chance to defend themselves against 
the inspector’s testimony. Defendants found guilty of the violations brought against them will 




be required to rectify the violating condition and may be required to pay a fine or lose filing 
privileges with the department, or professional license with the state. All complaints and their 
corresponding dispositions are available on NYC open data, and these data will be used as 
leading indicators, along with permits, in the present research. 
The DOB responds to upwards of 17,000 ‘priority A’ complaints and 77,000 ‘priority B’ 
complaints per year (NYC Mayors Management Report, 2004-2019). Historically, the DOB 
receives complaints on roughly 30,000 unique buildings per year. While Priority A is 
categorized as the most immediately threatening, it is actually the priority D complaints that are 
most associated with construction incidents. The DOB is can effectively identify immediate 
risks, but they lose efficacy when it comes to differentiating between what is classified as “low 
risk” information. Construction sites have rapidly changing conditions and the inability to 
differentiate between lower and higher risk category D complaints results in precarious 
situations that sometimes result in death or serious injury. Because sites can be notified that 
they have received a complaint, site managers would theoretically have time to change the site 
conditions before an inspection occurs, and the longer the response time the more time available 
for the site-manager to modify the site, it also means, however, that existing or additional 
dangerous conditions go undetected for months. The DOB’s current rudimentary system of risk 
classification appears effective at responding to incidents in the most obviously dangerous 
scenarios and would benefit significantly from improving risk identification and assessment for 
less immediate dangers. 
1.3 Data Collection 
As technological improvements and conversations regarding governmental transparency 
have begun to encourage municipalities to release data to the public, researchers now have 




additional opportunities. Prior to implementation of the policy of public release of these data, 
researchers interested in these, and similar, questions would have had to engage in time- 
consuming on-site observations and get special permissions to bypass the restricted access of 
hazardous construction sites. Indeed, this can be seen in the existing literature from the 
construction safety industry, which largely relied on corporate data from single construction 
companies, due to the difficulty of collecting data comparable to that possessed by regulatory 
agencies. The NYC DOB complaints, permits, and incident databases allow for the modeling of 
hundreds of variables for tens of thousands of job sites from information that is commonly 
collected in cities around the world. The DOB’s permit information systems provide sequential 
information on each site, with more complex sites generally having more permits and complaint 
information. 
The research relies on three publicly available regulatory datasets from the NYC 
Department of Buildings covering the years 2013 to 2018, and the sample includes information 
about tens of thousands of different construction projects. Data from the permit-issuance, 
complaints-received, and incident database will be merged to one file via the unique identifier 
“building identification number” (BIN).  
These data were selected because they represent standard, widely available data common 
to most regulatory jurisdictions. Data will be selected from the following time frame: permits 
issued from the January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2016 will be included. All complaints and 
incidents from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2018 will be included. This time period will 
allow for the inclusion of larger projects which may take more than four years to complete. 
Complaints are excluded after the year 2018 because operational changes were implemented 
within the Department of Buildings that drastically affected the complaint system response 




protocols. Merging the permits, complaints, and incident databases result in a dataset which is 
suitable for cross-sectional research. The cross-sectional prediction of construction incidents 
using permit information and construction-related complaints will be primarily accomplished 
using general linear models. To structure the data cross-sectionally, a subsample will be made 
for each month of each year in the 2013-2016 permit sample.  For each subsample, a random 
day will be chosen as a cut-off point for each BIN. All information on a BIN prior to this cut-off 
point is used to predict incidents after the cut-off point. Since the active BIN permit duration is 
known, this can be used to inform how far out the model needs to forecast, by calculating the 
remaining permit duration after the cut point. For example, if a cut point occurs at the expected 
midpoint of a demolition permit for a BIN, we would expect there to be roughly 30 weeks of 
permit activity left (assuming total expected time is 60 weeks for the whole demolition permit). 
This setup preserves temporal precedence and accounts for the seasonality of construction work.  
In summary, this dissertation will attempt to model the probability of construction 
incidents, injuries, and fatalities on NYC construction sites using leading indicators from 
publicly available datasets. Cross-sectional models that retain the temporal order of variables 
will be used to predict positive and negative cases of construction incidents. A logistic 
regression model will be applied to these data to determine the degree to which we can predict 
construction site incidents. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the quantitative construction 
safety literature. Chapter 3 outlines data collection procedures, inclusion and exclusion criteria, 








Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 History of Construction Safety Research 
The current study adds to the existing literature by using a new, easily accessible, official 
data source with research methods that preserve time order among independent and dependent 
variables while also including positive and negative outcomes. Previous quantitative studies in 
the construction safety field have relied on tens of observations to predict tens of outcomes. This 
study uses tens of thousands of construction sites to predict tens of thousands of outcomes. The 
number of data points in this study allow for the use of hundreds of input variables, unlike 
previous studies in the field. Further, rather than being limited to the confidential data of one 
construction company— that has a conflict of interest in the study’s results— as is true of 
previous studies, this research encompasses activity across all active construction companies 
operating in the most expensive and diverse construction environment in the world. This research 
is important because a safe living and working environment is contingent upon an interplay 
between development and enforcement.  
While incidents may simply be the direct result of uncontrolled hazardous exposure or 
unsafe worker actions, the interaction of person, machine, and environment create a complex 
nature unique to construction projects and makes risk-mitigation management and subsequent 
quantitative research remarkably difficult (Hallowell, 2008). 
Construction safety researchers have historically relied on expert interviews and 
hundreds of hours of on-site observations to retrospectively learn about possible construction 
incident precursors (Alexander, Hallowell, & Gambatese, 2017a; Ghodrati et al., 2018; Hinze 
& Harrison, 1981; Levitt & Parker, 1976). The existing construction safety literature, in 




summary, has boiled down to the measurement of and effects of the latent trait “safety climate” 
on corporate safety performance within construction entities of various sizes world-wide. 
Psychometric evidence for the latent variable “safety climate” has been around since 1980 
(Zohar), with continued research using structural equation models decades later (Alruqi et al, 
2018; Johnson, 2007; Mohamed, 2002; Vinodkumar & Bhasi, 2010; Wu et al, 2015;). 
Often, climate safety studies use dimension reduction techniques such as principle 
components (PCA) and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to create the latent variable safety 
climate to use within various regression techniques, associating latent factors of climate safety 
to actuarial data or aggregate company incident rates (Al-Refaie, 2013; Cooke, & Blismas, 
2009; Cooper & Phillips, 2004; Esmaeili, Hallowell & Rajagopalan, 2015; Fang et al., 2006; 
Lingard, Esmaeili, 2012; Nkhungulu, 2014; Wachter & Yorio, 2013). Previous research has 
indicated that safety climate may influence safe worker behavior, which may predict injury 
frequency (Johnson, 2007) and that safe work behavior may contribute the most to a 
company’s safety performance (Wu et. al, p. 65 2015), but these relationships are muddied by 
the nature of construction sites.  
Construction environments make detailed site observation prohibitively resource 
intensive and preclude the experimental research designs that may allow for clearer answers. 
Due to this, the construction safety literature on construction risk has almost exclusively 
focused on post- incident source and origin reports as a descriptive etiology to highlight factors 








2.2  Quantitative Research 
Because a disproportionately small number of publicly available studies use quantitative 
modeling to predict injury or fatality on construction sites (Alexander, Hallowell, & Gambatese, 
2017; Baraden & Usmen, 2006; Fang et al., 2002, Hallowell, 2008), the construction industry 
lacks empirically validated methods for injury and fatality prediction (Alexander, Hallowell, & 
Gambatese, 2017; Esmaeili et al., 2015). The predictive models that do exist have been designed 
to predict safety outcomes at a micro, rather than, macro level (Ghodrati et al., 2018). Reasons 
for this have been attributed to a dearth of empirical databases (Prades, 2013), and the complex 
precarious nature of the construction site (Hallowell, 2008). There are three studies that modeled 
construction risk respecting time order among independent and dependent variables (Goh and 
Chua, 2013; Alexander, Hallowell, and Gambatese, 2017b, & Poh et al., 2018). The following 
section will provide a quick overview of the prior research that is most like the present study. 
Goh and Chua (2013) applied a neural network to occupational safety and health 
management system (OSHMS) audit data from the Singapore construction industry. The 
authors sought to identify the OSHMS categories that are most likely to influence the 
occurrence and severity of accidents, such as temporary disablement, permanent disablement, 
or fatality. Construction contracts over SG$30 million are required to be audited once every six 
months by OSHMS professionals. The audits were matched with government incident report 
records and the audit score that occurred within two months before a recorded incident were 
used as those audit conditions were most likely to be representative of the conditions at the site 
during the incident. If an incident occurs between two audits, then the audit results are 
averaged. Sites with no recorded incidents four months before or after an audit are included as 
no-incident audits. The authors looked at changes in the output values from a 5% increase in 




each input category and found incident investigation and analysis, emergency preparedness, 
and group meetings were identified as the best predictors for incident occurrence. As multiple 
audits per site were used at different time points, this result indicates sites that had an accident 
at time n were likely to not have an accident at time n+1. Roughly 80 audits were used for 
training and 16 audits for testing. The testing set, however, did not predict any ‘no accident’ 
categories and the number of construction sites used are unreported for the study. 
In “Safety leading indicators for construction sites: A machine learning approach” a 
construction contractor in Singapore provided Poh, Ubeynarayana, and Goh (2018) with data 
from 27 construction projects with a total of 785 monthly inspections (on the 5th of every 
month) and 371 recorded accidents. 13 project and safety-related variables are used to predict 
no- accident (256), minor-accident (336), or major accident (35), using the models: decision 
tree, random forest, logistic regression, k-nearest neighbor, and support vector machine. Their 
random forest model performed the best with 87% accuracy for the major accident group, 
however, synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) was used to artificially increase 
the size of the major accident group by a factor of about 10, from 35 cases to 336. On average 
the correct prediction rate is around 75%. Goh and Chua (2013) did not report on the 
importance of the variables in the model. Therefore, the parameters of the 13 input variables are 
unknown and safety recommendations were not made. Safety inspections were scheduled on the 
same day of each month which is very likely known to foremen, supervisors, and other 
stakeholders, which will undoubtably influence the behavior of site workers and supervisors. 
Further, a once-a-month inspection is disproportionately small as compared to the number of 
construction hours, and a randomized, more frequent schedule would be more effective as 
discovering leading indicators. 




Alexander, Hallowell, and Gambatese (2017b) looked at whether the probability of fatal 
and disabling events can be predicted by information gathered prior to an incident. A pool of 
likely predictive events was identified via a structured pre-cursor analysis program and 
principal components analysis was used to identify a subset of variables to include in the 
analysis. The main components were poor work planning, productivity safety stressors, 
vulnerability to high energy, and surrounding safety influences. Aggregate values of the 
frequency of pre-task safety meetings, frequency of safety audits, and the frequency of client 
participation in safety orientation, among others, were included in a multinomial logistic 
regression model predicting success (no incident), near miss, or fatal/disabling event. The 
model was trained on 19 cases and tested on 16 cases. As noted by the authors, none of the 
test cases had an outcome of fatal/disabling, and more work needed to be conducted to 
increase the volume of data and validation scheme. 
In summary, the data set and methods used in this study, as described in the next chapter, 
are novel for the construction safety field, greatly improve on existing research, and open up 









Chapter 3: Methods 
 
 
In this chapter, I describe the data sets to be constructed using a cross-sectional design 
and statistical models to predict construction site incident, injury, and fatality. These models 
preserve temporal precedence and consider negative cases, as only events prior to an incident 
are used as predictors and both types of outcome cases (with incidents and non- incidents) are 
included in the model. Permit information on worksites with safety audits and 311 complaint 
information can be used to define predictor variables to assess site risk and predict injury or 
fatality of construction workers or members of the public. 
The first section summarizes the three NYC datasets to be mined. The second section 
defines the procedures for cleaning and merging the data. The third section details the 
generalized linear models that will be used. Finally, the significance of the present research will 
be considered. 
 
3.1  Source Databases (NYC DOB) 
Three NYC DOB databases obtained from the NYC open data portal are processed for 
modeling: permit-issuance, complaints-received, and incident-related data. While the permit 
and complaints databases date back to 1992, and the incident database to 2008, it is important 
to note that the present study will only consider data from the years 2013-2018 as predictors 
and incidents. The year 2013 was chosen because a new administration took control of 
operations at this time and 2018 was selected as an end-date because of salient operational 
changes beginning in 2019 that drastically affected the use of existing complaint categories and 
the frequency of complaints (Figure 2). However, events that occur after the twelve cut dates 




are removed from the analysis.  
Figure 2 Monthly Complaint Volume and Filter
 
All three databases include building identification numbers (BINs), and each may have 
more than one record per building number. The BIN is used to merge data from the three 
relevant databases. Additional data, such as date and permit number, allows meaningful 
comparison and together, the three datasets trace the timeline of every building project in the 
city from start to finish. This allows researchers to use the sequence of variables that occur 
prior to an incident, injury, or fatality. I will provide a detailed description of each below, 
starting with the permit issuance database. 
3.1.01 Permit-Issuance Database 
The foundation of the analysis is the permit, both because issuance of an initial permit 
defines the beginning of a project, and because we assume that a permit generates a certain 
level of risk. NYC government requires permits for all major repairs, alterations, or new 
buildings. The permit issuance database contains a log of all building permit requests received 




by the DOB. This database is updated daily and is maintained in chronological order, and each 
record or row includes 60 columns which describe the who, what, where, when, and how the 
physical work will proceed. While there are over 3.68 million records in the entire dataset, 
spanning back to January 1992, only 319,282 are used in the present research, covering 
January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2016. Below is provided only a brief description of the 
variables most relevant to the present research.  However, a full guide to the 60 variables 
included in this database can be found in Appendix A: Permit Issuance Data Dictionary. 
Figure 3 displays the major permit type and the data selection window. 
Figure 3 Volume of Permit Applications and Filter 
‘Who’ describes the building permit applicants, what their professional or personal role is 
in the construction project, as well as the professional license number, if applicable. Certain 
permit types have requirements about who may file for them, for instance, a steel erection 
permit may require a structural engineer to file a permit and may not be filed for by a registered 




architect. Additionally, even in cases where a variety of professionals may apply for a permit, 
there may be differences in risk-aversion, safety compliance, etc. between professionals of 
different backgrounds and training. 
‘What’ and ‘how’ includes details on the work that is proposed. Permit type describes the 
class of work being done, for example, permit type NB (New Building) indicates a permit for 
the construction of new structures, while ALT1 (Alteration Type 1) indicates “major alterations 
that will change use, egress, or occupancy.”  Each job or permit type indicates vastly different 
working conditions and potential hazards.  
Sub Permits describe the major job type in more detail. The alteration type 2 has the most 
sub permit types and these may be used in addition to major permits.  A plumbing (PL) sub 
permit on an alteration type 2 will indicate different worksite settings than when a PL permit is 
pulled on a new building (NB) versus an alteration type 2. A plumbing permit in a new building 
will indicate most or all structural work is completed. Therefore, these indicators can be used to 
modify predicted site risk without knowing specific site details.    
To use the permit variables in the analysis they are converted from a one column character 
vector to one numeric column per permit code, that is, dummy coded. This creates a column for 
each job type, sub permit, and license type.  As the information is in one row per permit form, 
information on the multiple permits are collapsed into one row per BIN for the final dataframe 
that will be used for statistical modeling.  
  









subtype CC EQ FB FP FS MH OT PL SD SP 
Row 
Total 
A1 14806 0 328 0 0 0 0 0 834 0 1 15969 
A2 172374 0 1366   836 545 492 7825 29341 7116 361 2242 223566 
A3 50392 378 17769 0 0 0 0 4403 0 0 0 72942 
DM 8834 0 394 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9228 
NB 9117 0 848 0 0 0 0 0 825 0 1 10791 
Col 
Total 255523 378 20705 836 545 492 7825 33744 8775 361 2244 332496 
 
Between 2% and 5% of BINs have more than 10 instances of one work type along with 
additional permits during the active period. To reduce leverage on model coefficients from these 
outliers each variable is truncated to a number depending on its maximum (Table 1).   
Conceptually, a higher volume of permits on a BIN should indicate a higher degree of risk or 
more time for incidents to occur.  
Table 2 Permit Work Types 
Permit Work Type Mean Min Old Max New Max 
Boiler 0.15 0 52 10 
Curb Cut 0.01 0 15 5 
Equipment Work 1.74 0 127 10 
Fuel Burning 0.09 0 52 10 
Fire Suppression 0.10 0 16 5 
Fuel Storage 0.07 0 21 5 
Mechanical 1.12 0 184 10 
Other 3.33 0 555 10 
Plumbing 1.79 0 104 10 
Standpipe 0.13 0 29 5 
Sprinkler 0.55 0 114 10 
 
While the overall number of permits on a job may indicate total activity or required 
resources, it may be more beneficial for modeling purposes to know when the new permits 
were approved in relation to the cut. The time intervals four, 13, 26, and 52 weeks before the 




cut date are created to aggregate information and use for statistical modeling. It is common for 
jobsites to have multiple permits active, with varying types of work, with the work type 
variable acting as a permit subtype. 
 
Table 3 Quantity of Work Type in Relation to Cut Date 
  4 Weeks 13 Weeks 26 Weeks 52 weeks 
WT Unclassified 4350 9759 17075 31876 
Boiler 94 265 470 1083 
Curb Cut 10 30 48 85 
Equipment Work 1438 2726 6029 11461 
Fuel Burning 33 102 198 605 
Fire Suppression 62 209 332 656 
Fuel Storage 38 73 163 440 
Mechanical 865 2200 3006 6287 
Other 2510 5851 9386 19483 
Plumbing 1600 3904 5566 11788 
Standpipe 74 212 366 1003 
Sprinkler 366 988 1379 3109 
 
Likewise, permits with explicit site safety requirements will have a higher assumed level of 
risk. Sites that require site safety managers or superintendents are those that meet the criteria of 
an existing or planned building 10 or more stories or 125 feet or more in height, or an existing or 
proposed building with a building footprint of 100,000 square feet or more regardless of height, 
or an existing or proposed building so designated by the commissioner due to unique hazards 
associated with the construction or demolition of the structure (Building Code Section 3310). 
Such information will show up as a license type. Other types of licenses we may see on a permit 
are: professional engineer, registered architect, master plumber, oil burner installer, master fire 
suppression piping contractor, and general contractor.  License types are stored as a factor 
variable and truncated to five or three levels depending on the max. As each level is compared to 
zero license type, it conceptualized that more of one license on a BIN may indicate higher 
complexity. Again, the character column vector is transformed to a numeric indicator. 




Table 4 Permit License Type 
Permit License Type Mean  Min  Old max New max 
Fire Suppression Contractor 0.76 0 148 5 
General Contractor 7.24 0 560 5 
Master Plumber 1.93 0 104 5 
Oil Burner Equipment Installer 0.18 0 110 5 
Professional Engineer 0.30 0 8 3 
Registered Architect 0.74 0 3 3 
Site Safety Manager Required 0.52 0 38 2 
 
Additional variables that are particularly relevant include job-cost estimates; building 
occupancy classification, such as family dwellings versus commercial use; and Department of 
Finance building classification. Buildings with different occupancy or finance classifications 
will have different structural requirements and adhere to different sections of the building code. 
Other variables of import are whether self-certification rather than DOB certification was used, 
as well as the outcome of the permitting process, i.e., whether a permit was approved, revoked, 
or re-issued.  
‘When’ includes the date the permit was filed along with the application decision date, 
the earliest date work can begin, and the date the permit is closed, either through being signed 
off upon completion of the project, or due to the permit expiring before completion. Finally, 
the ‘where’ simply refers to geographical data such as address, latitude and longitude, tax lot, 
and neighborhood. Borough is the significant variable here as major environmental differences 
exist between the five boroughs. 
The average duration for permits ranges from 46 weeks (DM) to 104 weeks (NB). The 
longer a permit is active, the more time available to accumulate the conditions that may lead to 
an incident, however, the time a permit is active will mostly be a function of permit complexity 
and operational budget. Demolitions (DM) are the fastest permits to terminate and New 




Buildings (NB) generally take the longest amount of time and most resources.  
Table 5 Permit Job Type Durations (Weeks) and Counts 
Job Type Mean Permit Duration SD Permit Duration   Count 
Alteration Type 1 95.86 66.74 15969 
Alteration Type 2 64.06 54.64 223566 
Alteration Type 3 71.08 55.77 72942 
Demolition  46.62 38.96 9228 
New Building 104.81 64.44 10791 
3.1.02 Complaints Received Database 
The Complaints Received database reflects events that occur during the construction 
process or after the permit has been signed off. The overall database contains over 2.5 
million rows of information on 456,026 distinct BINs over the years 1988 to present, 
however, only complaints made between 2013 and 2018, inclusive, will be considered, 
leaving us with a database of 710,657 rows. 
The complaints received database includes variables such as complaint category, 
resulting disposition, priority code, incoming request route, responding unit, and inspector 
ID number (see full data dictionary in Appendix B: DOB Complaints-Received Data 
Dictionary). A complaint can originate from the public or from within the Department of 
Buildings. The full list of complaint categories appears in Appendix A. To resolve a 
complaint, each must be closed out with a disposition which results from a NYC building 
inspector’s physical site investigation and can be, for example, an i2 (no action necessary) or 
an A3 (full stop work order served). A full list of disposition codes appears in Appendix D: 
DOB Disposition Codes. 
 There are 117 unique complaint categories used to classify incoming data from 311 
by the Department of Buildings. These complaints are transformed from the form one row 
per complaint (and disposition) to one row per BIN. The character vector indicating the 




complaint and disposition type is expanded to one numerical column per complaint type and 
one numerical column per disposition type. Each complaint code is the sum of the number 
of rows per associated BIN. 
Table 6 identifies the most frequent complaint categories. Complaints referring to illegal 
apartment conversions were the most numerous during the 2013-2018 timeframe, followed by 
complaints concerning improper permitting. Time to event (in weeks) shows that the most 
common complaints occur a year after the initial permit notification. A complaint 45 indicates a 
residential home was illegally subdivided into more living quarters than the certificate of 
occupancy allows. At the very least, a 45 will indicate a suspicion of a modified existing 
structure as opposed to a new construction site. Complaint category 5, 63, 30, 83, and 4, may be 
useful in calculating site risk as they may show contractor negligence, however, category 91 will 
be a key variable as it directly indicates unsafe working conditions. 
Table 6 Most Frequent Complaint Categories  
Complaint Category TTE Count Complaint Description Priority 
45 66 97940 Illegal Conversion B 
5 87 88502 Permit None (Building Demo etc.) B 
63 169 48074 
Elevator Danger Condition Shaft 
Open/unguarded B 
4B 127 33777 
SEP Professional Certification 
Compliance Audit B 
30 90 25008 
Building Shaking/vibrating/Structural 
Stability Affected A 
59 99 20853 
Electrical Wiring Defective exposed, 
In Progress B 
83 100 20800 
Construction Contrary beyond 
Approved Plan  B 
4 108 20607 After Hours Work Illegal B 
31 85 19332 
Certificate of Occupancy 
None/illegal/contrary to CO C 
73 104 16153 Failure to Maintain C 
1Z 87 14617 Enforcement Work Order (DOB) D 
91 128 13306 Site Conditions Endangering Workers A 
 




When a complaint happens in relation to the start of the project and the cut date is likely as 
important as the complaint itself. The complaint date is subtracted from the first permit date to 
get the time to event in number of weeks and subtracted from the cut date to get the distance 
from the cut date. These differences are aggregated to get an idea where the complaint activity is 
in relation to the cut date.   
Table 7 Frequency of Complaint by Specific Priority Code, Time Entered, and Borough. 
  MN BX BK QU SI 
Priority A 4W 200 43 225 85 10 
Priority A 13W 487 87 469 218 37 
Priority A 26W 792 161 754 379 40 
Priority A 52W 1921 357 1534 713 58 
Priority B 4W 519 225 499 315 42 
Priority B 13W 1259 540 1137 580 102 
Priority B 26W 2057 730 1690 1004 126 
Priority B 52W 4199 1500 3198 1965 179 
Priority C 4W 200 43 225 85 10 
Priority C 13W 487 87 469 218 37 
Priority C 26W 792 161 754 379 40 
Priority C 52W 1921 357 1534 713 58 
Priority D 4W 134 31 126 64 5 
Priority D 13W 474 116 401 162 26 
Priority D 26W 656 171 496 322 13 
Priority D 52W 1058 171 791 416 19 
Priority E 4W 32 8 30 13 4 
Priority E 13W 26 3 41 27 5 
Priority E 26W 3 0 1 0 0 
Priority E 52W 1 0 0 0 0 
Note: MN = Manhattan, BX = Bronx, BK = Brooklyn, QU = Queens, SI = Staten Island 
Most complaints are classified as priority B, allowing for the regulatory body 30 days to 
inspect the site conditions. The speed at which the department responds to complaints may 
directly influence future site risk. If a complaint is immediately inspected (as required for a 
priority A complaint) and action against the site is taken, the probability of a future incident may 
go down. Conversely, as the latency between complaint notification and regulatory inspection 
increases, that may allow for the accumulation and interaction of dangerous conditions. For this 




reason, priority D complaints (not including unclassified complaints) are likely better predictors 
of future incidents.   
Not all Department of Buildings complaints are strictly construction related. Some 
complaints deal with building maintenance, occupancy, elevators, or boilers. These complaints 
are still used in the analysis as it is hoped they specify low risk sites, but a dummy variable is 
created to differentiate between construction related and non-construction related (Table 8).  50 
complaints directly involve the construction process.  
 
Table 8 Frequency of Priority Codes and Average Time to Complaint Event (time in weeks) 
Priority Code Not Construction Related Construction Related Unclassified 
A 11314 92633 0 
B 108175 303337 0 
C 57381 31751 0 
D 34898 35798 40149 
 
The distribution of the duration before a complaint appears on a bin is shown below in Figure 4. 
Figure 4 Time to complaint event (weeks)
 
Complaint notifications are followed up with a physical inspection that assigns a 




disposition to the complaint.  Table 9 shows the most common disposition codes and when they 
occur in relation to the beginning of the permit (weeks).   
Table 9 Most Frequent Disposition Categories  
Disposition 
Category TTE Count Description 
I2 106 251254 
No Violation Warranted for Complaint at Time of 
Inspection 
A8 122 98333 ECB Violation Served 
C2 73 96341 Inspector Unable to Gain Access – Final Attempt 
H1 136 63478 Please See Complaint Number 
L2 107 43308 Stop Work Order Fully Rescinded 
I1 82 27724 
Complaint Unsubstantiated Based on Department 
Records 
C4 61 17851 Access Denied – Final Attempt 
C1 137 11842 Inspector Unable to Gain Access – Attempt Made 
P6 52 9134 Initial Notification Accepted 
A1 96 7685 Buildings Violation(s) Served 
A3 113 6306 Full Stop Work Order Served 
A9 107 6048 ECB and DOB Violations Served 
 
Disposition i2 “no violation warranted for complaint at time of inspection” is the most 
common disposition code, occurring 251,254 times from the year 2013 to 2018. The second most 
common disposition is the issuance of an environmental control board violation (code A8), 
followed by Unable to Gain Access – Final Attempt (C2). On average, the disposition Access 
Denied (C2) tends to happen almost twice as fast as the ECB (environmental control board) 
violation. The code P6 “initial notification accepted” may is important as it indicates the 
regulatory bodies received notification that a certain stage of a permit has been initiated. This 
may indicate any job that requires a specialized license or preliminary inspection by the DOB, 
such a pre-demolition check list or the installation of a tower crane.  
Disposition A categories are collapsed into one variable because they all indicate a serious 
violation of the NYC construction or administrative code that follows with a partial or full stop 
work order. A stop work order indicates the Department of Buildings revokes all construction 
privileges at a site until all violating conditions are cured. Disposition L2 indicates a stop work 
order was fully rescinded, while a disposition L3 indicates a partial rescind.  




Dispositions beginning with a C are also collapsed into one category as they indicate an 
inspector was unable to access the construction site for inspection. A disposition code beginning 
with a Y is collapsed into one category because they all pertain to a structural vacate order. The 
presence of a stop work order near the cut date may be indicate a decrease in events because the 
dangerous condition was already found, there is no current work for the prediction window, or 
the inspectorial presence changed behavior on the site. A stop work order can remain in effect 
indefinitely until proof is provided to the Department of Buildings that the offending conditions 
are cured. Table 10 shows the counts of disposition code per borough and time interval in 
relation to the cut date.  
Table 10 Disposition Code in Relation to Cut Date 
 MN BX BK QU SI Sum 
Disposition A 14419 4473 8632 5205 551 33280 
Disposition C 3790 963 2228 1839 121 8941 
Disposition Y 275 191 401 337 15 1219 
Disposition A 4W 173 70 145 72 5 465 
Disposition A 13W 563 215 422 185 20 1405 
Disposition A 26W 753 235 401 227 23 1639 
Disposition A 52W 1436 450 935 463 45 3329 
Disposition L1 4W 5 0 1 2 0 8 
Disposition L1 13W 8 1 2 0 0 11 
Disposition L1 26W 19 3 11 5 0 38 
Disposition L1 52W 38 3 13 8 0 62 
Disposition L2 4W 95 14 160 83 7 359 
Disposition L2 13W 198 55 301 119 8 681 
Disposition L2 26W 354 85 514 280 16 1249 
Disposition L2 52W 867 139 854 462 16 2338 
Disposition L3 4W 0 0 3 1 0 4 
Disposition L3 13W 1 0 5 2 0 8 
Disposition L3 26W 5 1 10 5 0 21 
Disposition L3 52W 1 2 7 7 0 17 
Disposition I2 4W 465 122 335 171 37 1130 
Disposition I2 13W 1117 240 769 428 73 2627 
Disposition I2 26W 1749 480 1132 776 95 4232 
Disposition I2 52W 3751 819 2182 1356 121 8229 
 




3.1.03 Incident Database 
Finally, the outcome variable construction incident is whether an injury, incident, or 
fatality occurring on a BIN during the outcome window of four, 13, 26, or 52 weeks. The 
specific measure is a count of the number of incidents for a BIN in the outcome window for the 
zero-inflated Poisson model, and a binary indicator for the logistic regression model. Injuries, 
incidents, and fatalities are combined into one category because the difference between the three 
outcome cases is often of a stochastic nature, and for the purposes of increasing the number of 
outcomes in the analysis.    
Any event with the potential to cause injury or fatality, is considered an ‘incident’, 
whether an injury or fatalities occurs. ‘Accident’ is defined by the NYC Administrative 
code (§3302) as follows: 
ACCIDENT. An occurrence directly caused by construction or demolition activity 
or site conditions that result in one or more of the following: 
1. A fatality to a member of the public; or 
2. Any type of injury to a member of the public; or 
3. A fatality to a worker; or 
4. An injury to a worker that requires transport by emergency medical services or 
requires immediate emergency care at a hospital or offsite medical clinic; or 
5. Any complete or partial structural collapse or material failure; or 
6. Any complete or partial collapse or failure of pedestrian protection, scaffolding, 
hoisting equipment, or material handling equipment; or 
7. Any material fall exterior to the building or structure. 
 
 
Because the difference between an incident, injury, or a fatality to a particular 
construction worker is often determined by relatively immaterial and random factors (e.g., did 
the brick fall in front of you, on your shoulder, or on your head), the dependent variable is 
whether any incident, injury, or fatality (INJFAT) occurred on a construction site. Including all 
three incident types as the outcome serves the additional purpose of increasing the number of 
outcome cases, since the number of INJFATs is low. Each incident is required by law to be 




reported to the DOB (Local Law 78 of 2017) and to be entered into a publicly accessible 
incident database (IDB).  Primarily of interest is whether an incident occurred before the cut 
date or after the cut date. Incidents recorded prior to the cut date will be used as predictor 
variables. 
The incident database contains 17,515 records and12,409 unique BINs, spanning 2008 to 
present. All recorded construction-related incidents that occurred between January 1st, 2013 and 
December 31st, 2018 will be included in the present research. During this time period, there were 
9,348 recorded incidents.  
The incident database was searched for BINs that are retained only for historical purposes 
(referred to as “obsolete” BINs) and BINs with multiple buildings on the lot. The obsolete BIN 
is replaced with the active one when applicable. BINs with multiple buildings (therefore, 
multiple BINs for one job site) are lumped to indicate one BIN only 
Some BINs were not found within the building information system and others are marked 
as having an INJFAT but no records are found on the BIN. 28 obsolete BINs were updated to 
reflect the associated active BIN. 18 BINs were deleted due to erroneous information, such as 
having no records listed on the public building information system or no records of an incident.  
57 BINs had multiple building identification numbers and were collapsed to indicate one BIN 
only.  Overall, 5255 positive outcome cases (INJFAT), consisting of 66 fatalities and 2633 
injuries were included in the final analysis. Care was taken to ensure all outcome variables are 
construction related, however, it is likely that some unrelated incidents were not omitted. Ten 
incident descriptions from the emergency operations center (EOC) are listed below: 
 
1. The Site Safety Manager reported to DOB that a worker's neck was burned by a hot pipe that fell 
during demolition. EMS transported the worker to the hospital. 
2. A worker stripping concrete formwork fell down a shaft about 35 ft.  The shaft had a guardrail.  




The worker was wearing a harness that was not tied to a support point.  The worker was pronounced dead 
at the hospital 
3. A civilian reported he was struck by debris falling from the façade work at his office building. He 
went to his own physician. DIB issued a violation and stop work order. [sic] 
4. A DOB inspector reported that a contractor had overloaded joist girders that expanded nighty 
[sic] eight feet with eight bundles of corrugated steel decking that were twenty feet […] were not properly 
installed […] this collapse caused the worker to fall forty feet to the ground. 
5. A worker was transported to the hospital due to fumes from liquid floor underlay being applied 
without proper venting. 
6. A worker was performing work on the dormer when he fell approximately fifteen feet onto the 
lower porch below. The worker eventually succumbed to his injuries. Two ECB Violations were issued. 
7. The Site Safety Manager reported to DOB that an electrician was struck in the head by wire that 
came off the machine used to pull the wire through conduit. The worker was transported to the hospital by 
ambulance. [sic] 
8. The New York City Police Department reported that a worker was standing on a window sill of a 
sixth floor apartment when he fell from the sixth floor to the ground. The worker was transported to North 
Shore University Hospital, but was found dead on arrival by the NYPD. 
9. A DOB inspector reported that a worker was moving rebar with an excavator when the rebar 
shifted and struck the worker in the leg, causing a laceration. An ambulance was called and took the 
worker to a nearby hospital. An ECB Violation, a DOB Violation, and a full Stop Work Order were 
issued. 
10. Worker during stripping ops hit nail embedded in concrete, nail broke and hit workers face. 
worker was wearing safety glasses. 
 
The distribution of time until a construction incident happens on a BIN is displayed in 
Figure 5. 
 The average time from an initial permit to an incident is 134 weeks. In the case of new 
buildings, this is largely because it takes a year for the completion of the building foundation, 
and a week or two of time is required to construct each additional story. The potential energy on 
such a construction site increases weekly. 
  








3.2.01 Definitions of Populations and Sampling 
The data this study uses has been collected daily by the NYC Department of Buildings as 
part of standard operating procedures from January 1st, 2013 to December 31st, 2018, which is 
publicly available through the NYC open data portal[1]. While there are many datasets available 
that can be used for the prediction of incidents, such as the violations dataset, stalled-
construction sites, Planned Use Tax Occupancy (PLUTO), or weather data from NOAA, only 
the permit and complaints dataset will be used because these alone have a rich set of variables, 
that other many municipalities around the world collect. Thus, the results should be 
generalizeable to other cities. 
 The start date year of 2013 is chosen because a new administration took over operational 
procedures and protocols. The end date year of 2018 is chosen because there were drastic 
operational changes in 2019 stemming from comptroller investigations into Department 




protocols which ultimately changed DOB field operations. As this study is not about process 
change, it is important for the data to be consistent throughout the selected time interval. Sign 
permits (SG) are excluded from the permits database as they are unrelated to construction.  
3.2.02 Data Cleaning and Merging 
All BINs with permits approved between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2016 were 
selected. BINs with complaint and incident information from 2013 to 2018, inclusive, were 
selected, allowing for a maximum of two years of work activity to generate complaints or 
incidents for those permits beginning at the end of December 2016. Use of these inclusion 
criteria provides a pool of 138,201 BINs to start with.  
To clean the data, the permit issuance, complaints received, and incident databases were 
loaded into R. The R libraries: tidyverse (Wickham et al, (2019)), rlist (Ren, 2016), lubridate 
(Grolemund &Wickham, 2011) and magrittr (Bache & Wickham, 2020) were used for data 
cleaning. For the analysis, the caret (Kuhn, 2008) and pscl (Zeileis, Kleiber, and Jackman, 
2008) libraries were used.  
 The dichotomous outcome variable INJFAT_BIN was created within the incident 
database. Records (within the incident database) that indicate a construction-related incident, 
injury or fatality are assigned a value of 1, because the difference between an incident, injury, 
or a fatality to a particular construction worker is often trivial in nature. The dependent variable 
in the research is whether an INJFAT_BIN event occurred.  
After these initial steps are taken the datasets can be merged. The resulting file has 
1,729,730 rows of information, where each row is an event. For instance, one row may be for a 
new permit, while the next row may be for a complaint. However, to create a cross-sectional 
dataframe, in which we are able to follow construction for a BIN from start to finish, additional 




variables will be created from the existing data. For example, if one row is for a new permit 
application, it will have a column titled, “first permit date” while a complaint row will have a 
column for “date of complaint.” These different date columns for each of the three data types 
must be combined, and the variable ‘event_date’ is created using an if/else statement, i.e. if the 
row contains a permit date, then that date is copied over to the new variable column 
‘event_date.’ 
Next, the file is ordered by the BIN and the newly created variable ‘event_date.’ Now the 
dataframe is grouped by BIN and assigned to the temporary dataframe “temp1”. The minimum 
approved permit date is found for each BIN and assigned to the variables “minDate”. The 
maximum signoff date is found for each BIN and assigned to the variables maxDate. Jobs that 
are still active will not have a sign off date and are given the date of the data download to ensure 
they are included in the sample. Now the variable cutDate is created using pseudo-random dates 
within a one-year window. Within each month of the one-year window, a random day is selected 
as a cut point. Now that there are twelve distinct sample cut points, the variable cutDate can now 
be applied to the original dataframe.  A new binary variable is created, ‘Active’, which denotes 
whether the cutDate falls between the minDate and maxDate variable; BINs that do not fall 
between the minDate or maxDate are excluded from the dataset. This temp file is merged back 
with the original dataframe so that each row has a unique cut date per BIN. Finally, each row is 
marked with a binary indicator denoting whether the event occurred before the cut date (variable 
named ‘outcomeGrp’). INJFAT events occurring before the cut date are used as a predictor 
variable and values after the cut date are used as the outcome variable. With the newly created 
variable, outcomeGrp, the rows marked zero can now be aggregated for use in the cross-
sectional model and the outcomeGrp rows labeled one can be dropped.  




3.2.03 Statistical Models 
A logistic regression and a zero-inflated Poisson model were applied to the newly created 
cross-sectional database. A logistic regression is a linear modeling approach that maps 
categorical or continuous input variables to a binary output using a logit transformation. The 
presence of INJFAT is defined as a binary outcome from the incidents data, i.e. whether or not 
an incident occurred, thus logistic regression is an appropriate model to link the permits and 
complaint information to the outcome. The zero-inflated Poisson model uses a Poisson 
distribution to model INJFAT counts while simultaneously estimating an equation for the over-
dispersion of zeros.  
Although it might seem desirable to separately model the different incident types (i.e., 
incident, injury or fatality), there are far fewer fatality cases than injuries or incidents, therefore 
predicting fatalities alone may require models that are better suited for rare-event prediction. 
Using a binary indicator for whether any of the event types occurred ensures there are enough 
cases for prediction. Synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) was considered to 
even out the class imbalance, but this approach was not used since it has been shown to be less 
effective with high-dimensional data such as the data used in this study (Blagus & Lusa, 2013). 
Observations were randomly selected to be assigned to the data coding, training or test 
samples. First, 5% of the sample data was set aside for feature engineering, which is used to test 
data recoding and new variable construction and minimize “data snooping” effects. Then, 70% 
of the data was allocated to the modeling sample, to calculate model parameters, and the 
remaining 25% of the data was used to test the model.  
3.2.04 Model Input/Output  
The models make use of a variety of variables from the complaints received, permit 




issuance and incident database to predict observed incidents. Predictor variables from the permit 
dataset include location information, such as “borough”, "building classification", 
"landmarked", "city owned", “permit type”, “permit subtype.” Predictors from the permit 
dataset include: “initial job cost”, “number of permit documents” (in which more documents 
usually indicates a more complex permit), percentage of jobs that are “self-certified” (higher 
percentage may indicate a higher proportion of simple jobs or a higher error rate among job 
sites ), number of times a permit was denied, the count of active permits on file, type of permits 
active, number of events, applicant type (professional engineer v. architect), and permittee 
license number. 
Predictor variables from the complaint dataset include: the types of “complaint”, “priority 
code”, “responding unit”, “disposition code”, and calculated measures such as the latency 
between complaint entered and disposition. Other input variables include: the rate of event 
occurrence (difference between event times), total BIN active time (how many weeks a BIN has 
had active data), the number of events before the cutoff and the number of construction-related 
incidents that have already occurred. 
The model output is the probability of an incident, injury, or fatality for a BIN given all 
information for the cross-section. For the primary analysis, a window of four, 13, 26, and 52 
weeks after the cross-sectional cutoff period will be used to define and predict the outcome 
variable. The varying window size allows us to learn how far the covariates can forecast into 
the future. The length of the forecast will have substantively different utility. The sooner the 
model can predict an event after the cut date (i.e., what can be thought of as present time), the 
more actionable the model is to stakeholders ‘now.’ Models that can correctly forecast far from 
the cut date may allow for more planning and systematic interventions. On the other hand, a 




model that can predict far in the future but never within an actionable period will have much 
less immediate utility than a model that is effective in only a narrowly defined window.  
Modeling the outcome on four time intervals will provide additional evidence that process 
generating a construction incident has been modeled in a robust and generalizeable way.  
The predicted model probability for each BIN is saved as a new variable in the dataset. 
Since the nature of the model is risk of harm to workers or the public, in which a miss (Type II 
error) is more harmful than a false alarm (Type I error), a lower threshold is used than the 
typical 0.50 cutoff. A new variable, ‘predicted_incident,’ is made by dichotomizing predicted 
values of 0.40 or higher to 1 and probabilities below 0.40 to 0. A contingency table is made 
with the ‘predicted_incident’ values and the observed binary incident value from the data after 
the cross-sectional cut point. The concordance between the predicted outcome and the observed 
outcome is the true positive or true negative rate, while the discordance is the false positive 
(type I error) plus the false negative rate (type II error).  
Activity variables, indicating the presence of permits or complaints for example, were 
coded as predictor variables for the model.  Timing was taken into account by defining such 
activity in bins or intervals (designated as [INT] below) separating the length of time before the 
cutoff date of four weeks, 13 weeks, 26 weeks, and 52 weeks. There are 826 variables in the final 
data set used to model construction incidents.  
  




Chapter 4: Results 
 
 
This chapter provides some additional detail on the coding of the data, the staggered cross-
sectional randomization scheme and characteristics of the final dataset, and then present the final 
models along with their performance metrics.  
As described in the previous chapter, three operational databases were used, containing 
publicly available data from the NYC Department of Buildings: permit-issuance, complaints-
received, and reported incidents.  First, the permit issuance, the complaints, and incident 
databases were concatenated into one file. Therefore, each row of the resulting database is an 
event related to a permit, complaint, or an incident. This concatenation resulted in a file with 
1,729,730 rows, where each row contains information about an event. The permits data contains 
the most information, with 107 variables, followed by 15 variables within the complaints-
received dataset and 15 for construction-incidents. The makeup of the concatenated file is 
displayed below in Table 11.  
Table 11 Concatenated Raw Data Breakdown 
Event Type Percent of Data Count 
Permits        01/13 – 12/16 58.34% 1,009,039 
Complaints  01/13 – 12/18 41.36% 715,436 
Incidents      01/13 – 12/18 0.30% 5,255 
 
 
Each row has an identifier, known as the building identification number (BIN), that 
describes at which jobsite, or building, the event occurred.  There are 252,310 unique BINs in 
this sample, resulting in an average of roughly four permits and three complaints per BIN. The 
maximum number of events recorded on a BIN is 1,737, however, 26% of the BINs on file have 
more than ten events (Table 12).  






Table 12 Total Number of Events Per BIN 
 
The foundation of the analysis is the permit, both because the issuance of a permit defines 
the beginning of a project, and because we assume a permit generates a certain level of risk. The 
permit type is the most important piece of information in the permit-issuance database. It follows 
that as permits are completed, there is a decrease in the level of risk for a job site. The total 
number of permit sign offs is calculated using the same intervals in relation to the cut date as 
previously mentioned (Table 13).  
 




Table 13 Quantity of Permit Sign Offs in Relation to Cut Date by BORO 
Completed Permits MN BX BK QU SI Sum 
Permit Sign Offs 4W 7487 820 2655 1985 343 13290 
Permit Sign Offs 13W 12336 1276 4170 2692 390 20864 
Permit Sign Offs 26W 18448 1948 5542 3520 601 30059 
Permit Sign Offs 52W 37457 3869 9324 6578 850 58078 
 
Just as permits generate site activity, producing risk, complaints are assumed to be 
indicators that there may be a change in risk level. A complaint disposition can also be thought 
of as a risk modifier. Construction related priority code D and priority code A complaints have a 
similar average time location on the BIN. Non-construction related priority D codes tend to 
appear the fastest on a BIN and this may be because they are notifications of the start of certain 
permit events, such as the site being deemed ready for demolition. These 155,126 (21%)  initial 
complaints fall under three complaint categories: ‘05 Permit – None (Building/PA/Demo etc.)’ , 
’30 Building Shaking/Vibrating/Structural Stability Affected’ , and ‘1Z Enforcement Work 
Order (DOB)’.  20% of complaints are recorded between the first and the fifty-second weeks of 
activity, and 31% after three years.  Unclassified complaints are those published within the 
database of complaints received but without an assigned priority code. These are given an ‘E’ 
priority classification for this analysis, but it is not known how the Department of Buildings 
handles these complaints.  
Construction-related incidents, injuries, or fatalities have increased sharply over the 2013-
2018 range (as shown in Figure 6).  There is a positive relationship between the amount of 
economic activity and construction activity among boroughs, and subsequently of construction 
incidents. Staten Island consists primarily of one- or two-family homes, making for simpler 
permitting and safer work.  
 




Figure 6 Count of INJFAT By Year 
 
 
Monthly averages ( 
Figure 7) indicate a seasonal pattern, where there is more construction activity in the 
warmer months and subsequently more construction related incidents. Error bars indicate a 
standard deviation of the number of incidents per month. A staggered cross-sectional design 
(Corter, 2021), employing a random cut date per month, is used to counterbalance the effect of 











Figure 7 Seasonal Effect on INJFAT
 
 
Table 14, below, breaks down the number of construction incidents in each borough and 
forecast window; each window subsumes the previous cases. “INJFAT predictor” are INJFATs 
that occurred in the activity window before the cut date and are used to model the outcome 
variable. In Manhattan, projects are more complex, have space restrictions, and are of longer 
duration which result in longer times until an incident occurs.  
Table 14 INJFAT By Borough and Time 
  MN BX BK QU SI Total 
INJFAT Predictor W4 43 5 12 11 0 71 
INJFAT Predictor W13 123 15 41 30 1 210 
INJFAT Predictor W26 249 22 85 52 2 410 
INJFAT Predictor W52  213 10 82 36 3 344 
INJFAT W04 Count 36 1 12 12 2 63 
INJFAT W13 Count 118 4 37 30 2 191 
INJFAT W26 Count 240 9 73 54 4 380 
INJFAT W52 Count 475 29 135 104 12 755 




INJFAT W78 Count 683 47 194 147 19 1090 
INJFAT W04 binary 27 1 12 8 2 50 
INJFAT W13 binary 85 4 29 18 2 138 
INJFAT W26 binary 139 9 47 32 3 230 
INJFAT W52 binary 226 25 87 46 8 392 
INJFAT W78 binary 288 39 122 69 10 528 
INJFAT W104 binary 362 47 165 89 10 673 
Count Sum 1552 90 451 347 39 2479 
 
 
In the case of new buildings, this is largely because it takes a year for the building to 
complete excavation and foundation work, and several weeks of time is required to construct 
each additional story. The potential energy on such a construction site increases weekly. 
 
4.1 Staggered Cross-Sectional Design 
 
As data transformations have been applied to the concatenated dataframe, consisting of 
permits, complaints, and incident information, a lagged cross-section of the data was then taken. 
This lagged cross-section set an artificial ‘present day’ that the model used to split predictor 
information from the outcome information. A random day for each month of the 2016 year was 
chosen. Each BIN received one of the twelve randomly generated month-day pairs. BINs that did 
not contain information within the time frame were discarded. All predictor-side information was 
then aggregated. All information that occurred after the cut date, except for the outcome variable, 
INJFAT, was discarded.  Table 15 shows the dates for the twelve subsamples for the cut year 
2016. The number of INJFATs before and after the cut date are similar for each sample, as well 
as the average number of permits per BIN. This sample contains 36,774 BINs, 959 predictor-side 
INJFATs and 405 outcome-side INJFATs (Table 15), of which the incident imbalance is simply 
due to more time available on the predictor-side for incidents to occur. The number of incidents 
and permits seem reasonably distributed across each sample. 





Table 15 Staggered Sample Counts            
Cut Date Count Predictor INJFAT Outcome INJFAT Permit A1 Permit A2 Permit A3 Permit NB Permit DM 
2016-01-12 3245 75 38 0.15 2.24 0.93 0.11 0.06 
2016-02-24 3237 65 29 0.15 2.23 0.93 0.12 0.07 
2016-03-13 3197 68 30 0.16 2.21 0.92 0.11 0.08 
2016-04-21 3166 67 32 0.16 2.31 1.00 0.12 0.09 
2016-05-26 3172 93 42 0.16 2.29 1.02 0.11 0.08 
2016-06-08 3206 85 26 0.16 2.45 1.08 0.11 0.09 
2016-07-08 3084 80 39 0.16 2.37 1.08 0.11 0.08 
2016-08-29 3067 71 33 0.17 2.42 1.04 0.12 0.08 
2016-09-25 2961 85 35 0.17 2.55 1.13 0.12 0.08 
2016-10-19 2836 94 40 0.17 2.52 1.14 0.11 0.09 
2016-11-07 2871 88 31 0.17 2.68 1.11 0.12 0.09 
2016-12-21 2598 88 30 0.17 2.80 1.22 0.12 0.09 
 
The breakdown of the truncated active permit levels and prevalence of future incidents for 
all outcome windows  shows a general increase in the outcome as the number of permit levels 
increase (Table 16).  
 
 
Table 16 Count of Incidents By Levels of Permits 
    Outcome Incident (all) 
   Count 0 1 Incident (%) 
Permit DM 
0 33529 665 0.02 
1 1903 116 0.06 
2 342 21 0.06 
3 38 5 0.12 
4 16 5 0.24 
Permit NB 
0 32114 563 0.02 
1 3490 241 0.06 
2 216 7 0.03 
3 8 1 0.13 
Permit A1 
0 30361 648 0.02 
1 5244 147 0.03 
2 185 13 0.07 
3 26 2 0.07 
4 9 1 0.1 
5 3 1 0.25 
  





0 18501 199 0.01 
1 8585 159 0.02 
2 4414 118 0.03 
3 2081 57 0.03 
4 1011 61 0.06 
5 496 45 0.08 
6 276 32 0.1 
7 151 20 0.12 
8 98 25 0.2 
9 61 15 0.2 
10 154 81 0.34 
Permit A2 
0 6694 108 0.02 
1 12671 164 0.01 
2 5799 101 0.02 
3 3140 71 0.02 
4 1807 62 0.03 
5 1271 61 0.05 
6 881 43 0.05 
7 604 33 0.05 
8 458 20 0.04 
9 350 14 0.04 
10 2153 135 0.06 
 
The average number of complaints increases with each cut date sample (Table 17), but 
likely not enough to cause any issues. Complaint and disposition counts are heavily right skewed 
and therefore truncated to 20 max per BIN in order to reduce the leverage on model parameters 
that some outliers may cause. 36% of BINs in the sample do not have any recorded complaints. 
 
Table 17 Mean Number of Complaints Per BIN By Priority Code  
Cut Date Priority A Comp Priority B Comp Priority C Comp Priority D Comp 
2016-01-12 0.55 1.62 0.20 0.30 
2016-02-24 0.55 1.65 0.26 0.31 
2016-03-13 0.56 1.59 0.23 0.31 
2016-04-21 0.60 1.60 0.26 0.34 
2016-05-26 0.58 1.79 0.26 0.37 
2016-06-08 0.67 1.93 0.29 0.37 
2016-07-08 0.63 1.82 0.25 0.35 
2016-08-29 0.64 1.86 0.26 0.36 
2016-09-25 0.71 2.14 0.31 0.44 
2016-10-19 0.73 2.18 0.32 0.42 
2016-11-07 0.69 1.92 0.30 0.41 
2016-12-21 0.75 2.23 0.32 0.44 
 




Table 18, below, displays the correlation between priority code, total event count, and 
INJFAT on the predictor and outcome side. 
 
Table 18 Correlations Between Complaint Priority Code, Incidents, and Event Count 
  Predictor INJFAT Outcome INJFAT 
Priority Code A 0.23 0.09 
Priority Code B 0.08 0.03 
Priority Code C 0.03 0.00 
Priority Code D 0.25 0.15 
Event Count 0.22 0.13 
 
 
The total number of INJFAT by number of dispositions labeled “no action necessary”  is 
shown below in Table 19, depicting a .10 correlation between disposition i2 no action necessary 
and INJFAT. 
 
Table 19 Disposition No Action Necessary and INJFAT 
DC i2 None INJFAT Percent 
0 19299 157 1% 
1 7606 159 2% 
2 3703 121 3% 
3 1841 97 5% 
4 1095 66 6% 
5 641 55 8% 
6 418 47 10% 
7 258 40 13% 
8 179 36 17% 
9 148 32 18% 
10 95 16 14% 
 
Incidents prior to the cut date have a 0.12 correlation with incidents after the cut date (cross 
tabulation shown below in Table 20. 
 
 




Table 20 Crosstabulation of BINs by Prior Incidents and Future Incidents 
    INJFAT Outcome 13 weeks 
   0 1 
INJFAT Predictor 
0 35586    893 
1 95     66 
 
Time related activity variables, indicating the presence and intensity of permits or 
complaints for example, were coded as predictor variables for the model in time buckets in 
relation to the cut date.  Activity that occurred four weeks, 13 weeks, 26 weeks, and 52 weeks 
before the cut date was aggregated (designated as [INT] below). 
Five groups of variables were used to model the likelihood of construction incidents: 
environment-related factors (including building structure and occupancy type), and information 
regarding permits, complaints, previous incidents, and associated time in relation to the cut date. 
The logistic regression (LR) response variable is a dichotomized indicator of construction 
incidents, where a zero designates no incidents were recorded in the outcome window and a one 
specifies one or more incidents were recorded in the outcome window. Raw counts were used for 
the zero-inflated Poisson model (ZIP).  
The guiding principle in model development has been to construct variables that capture 
the intensity of work while accounting for the relation of this intensity to the cut date. Low 
activity near the cut date, given the types of permits present, may mean the active jobs (which 
extend an unknown duration after the cut date) are soon to be completed, at a phase that is of low 
risk, or the work is stalled. High activity near the cut date may indicate peak jobsite activity and 
risk. Variables that may indicate low-risk were entered into the model. Such indicators were 
electrical complaints, plumbing permits, and tracking complaints by the office of the Building 
Marshall. A visual representation of the method is shown below ( 
 




Figure 8). Covariate selection was initially driven by theory. Variables conceptually related 
to an increased site risk are included, such as a mandatory site safety manager or any complaint 
category indicating unsafe conditions. After these were entered, a stepwise approach was used to 
include any variables with a p-value of less than 0.30.  
 
Figure 8 Visual Representation of Modeling Strategy
 
Three nested models were fit to determine what information is most important for the 
prediction of incidents for the outcome windows of four, 13, 26, and 52 weeks. Nested Model 1 
contains environment information, previous incidents, and events counts; nested Model 2 adds 
permit information; nested Model 3 adds complaint information.   
For each outcome variable the data was partitioned so that 70% of the cases fall within the 
training sample and 30% in the test sample, where the 5% feature-engineering sample was 
included in the 70% training sample. A 10-fold cross validation was then conducted on 70% of 
the data (25,743 BINs) and these calculated parameters are applied to the remaining unseen data 
(11,031 BINs).  
 





4.2 Logistic Regression Model 
4.2.01 Logistic Regression Model Coefficients 
Nested Model 3 naturally performed the best across each outcome window. The likelihood 
ratio test and AIC of the nested models are reported in Table 21. The AIC statistic, which adjusts 
for the number of parameters, also shows Model 3 to be best. Therefore, this section will focus 
mainly on reporting results for this full model. Model 3 will be used for comparison of other 
outcome windows and these results will be reported.  Statistics below, unless otherwise stated, 
are the validation results for the model applied to the testing sample only.  
Table 21 Comparison of Nested Model Performance           
      Likelihood Ratio Test 
Window: 13 




Dev Df Deviance Pr(>Chi) 
Model 1: Previous Incidents 15 993.8275 25728 963.8275 - - - 
Model 2: Add Permit 
Information 36 885.2938 25708 815.2938 20 148.5337 
    
0.0000 
Model 3: Add Complaint 
Information 49 876.1474 25698 786.1474 10 29.14644 




The prediction error or confusion matrices were calculated using a cut off value of .4. They 
are shown in Table 22. 
 
Table 22  Nested Model Comparison For Incidents – 13-Week Outcomes 
Nested Model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
True Neg 10982 10984 10982 
True Pos 8 10 12 
False Neg 33 31 29 
False Pos 8 6 8 
AUC 0.8299 0.8673 0.8524 
Balanced Accuracy 0.7485 0.8111 0.7987 
Sensitivity 0.5000 0.6250 0.6000 
Specificity 0.9970 0.9972 0.9974 
 
 




The model built on the training data for the 13-week outcome was applied to the test 
sample; coefficients are reported below in Table 23. Figure 9 displays the receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) performance graphs for the predictive Model 3.  
 




Regression coefficients for the logistic Model 3 are shown in Table 23.  












(Intercept) -7.4896 0.8887 0.0000 0.0006 
Model 1 – Environment, Occupancy, Previous Incidents 
Reference Level: Manhattan - - - - 
Bronx -1.5976 0.768 0.0375 0.2024 
Brooklyn -0.3585 0.3161 0.2567 0.6987 
Queens -0.3193 0.3743 0.3936 0.7267 
Staten Island -14.1886 498.0116 0.9773 0.0000 
Ref: All others - - - - 
DoFc C Residential Walk-up 0.362 0.5544 0.5138 1.4362 
DoFc D Residential Elevator 0.4736 0.3523 0.1789 1.6058 
DoFc H Hotels 0.9055 0.5328 0.0892 2.4732 
DoFc O Offices 0.0432 0.4732 0.9272 1.0441 
DoFc R Condominiums  0.2601 0.3768 0.4901 1.2971 
Ref: Not 1, 2, or 3 family 
occupancy 
- - - - 
bi_123Family- 1, 2, 3 family 
occupancy -0.2219 0.5296 0.6752 0.8010 
Weeks Inactive from Cut Date -0.0262 0.0146 0.0735 0.9741 
EventCount  0.0007 0.0049 0.8803 1.0007 
INJFAT_RL26 Count 0.5794 0.1293 0.0000 1.7850 
INJFAT_R52_Binary 0.9521 0.474 0.0446 2.5911 
     
Model 2 – Add Permit Related Information 
Count New Building 0.8538 0.3404 0.0121 2.3486 
Count Alteration Type 1 0.2264 0.2314 0.3278 1.2541 
Count Alteration Type 2 0.0912 0.0662 0.1679 1.0955 
Count Alteration Type 3 0.1949 0.0597 0.0011 1.2152 
Count Demolition -0.3929 0.2743 0.1521 0.6751 
Count Boiler -0.7136 0.3150 0.0235 0.4899 
Count Curb Cut -0.3697 0.3885 0.3413 0.6909 
Count Construction Equipment 0.0565 0.0911 0.5354 1.0581 
Count Fire Suppression -0.4936 0.2925 0.0915 0.6104 
Count Fuel Storage -0.4965 0.3692 0.1787 0.6087 
Count Plumbing -0.1916 0.0967 0.0476 0.8256 
Count Standpipe 0.3161 0.0912 0.0005 1.3718 
Count Sprinkler 0.2329 0.0997 0.0195 1.2623 
Percent Active Permits 1.505 0.7245 0.0378 4.5042 
Recent_PSOactivity_26WL -0.0127 0.0216 0.5558 0.9874 
Recent_PSOactivity_52W 0.0000 0.0255 1.0000 1.0000 
Recent_Pactivity_26WL 0.017 0.0115 0.1376 1.0171 
Recent_Pactivity_52W 0.0251 0.0101 0.0126 1.0254 
Reference: No Site Safety 
Component 
- - - - 
Site Safety Permits 1-2  0.4763 0.354 0.1785 1.6101 
Site Safety Permits > 2 0.5826 0.3961 0.1413 0.5584 




Offsite Soil 0.0371 0.0295 0.2089 1.0378 
 
 
Model 3 –  Add Complaint Related Information 
Reference: No Complaint on BIN - - - - 
At least one complaint on BIN 0.7982 0.4066 0.0497 2.2215 
Mean Complaint Time from fence -0.0074 0.004 0.0601 0.9926 
Recent_DCL2L3activity_26WL 0.2539 1.7711 0.0765 1.2890 
Recent_DCL2L3activity_52W 0.3541 0.146 0.0153 1.4249 
CCDA_4L -  High-Rise Tracking (DA) -0.784 0.94 0.4042 0.4566 
CCDA_91 – Unsafe Site Conditions  
(DA) 
-1.5767 0.8307 0.0577 0.2067 
Recent26_NegBeta_bin 0.1323 0.3092 0.6688 1.1415 
Recent26_PosBeta_bin -0.0270 0.3646 0.9411 0.9734 
Disposition: No Action Necessary 0.2038 0.0694 0.0033 1.2261 
4.2.02 Logistic Regression Model Fit and Performance 
This section presents the logistic regression model fit and performance indices. The 
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit test is used to assess the model’s fit to the new data set 
(Table 24).  The Hosmer-Lemeshow test statistic is distributed approximately as a chi-square 
variable with g-2 degrees of freedom, where g is the number of groups imposed on the 
distribution of predicted probabilities (here, 10 by default). 
Table 24 Hosmer-Lemeshow Goodness of Fit Statistic for Training and Testing Samples, using a 13-Week Window 
Sample H-L Statistic d.f. P-Value 
Training Sample  12.6023 8 0.1263 
Testing Sample  11.5658 8 0.1717 
  
The prediction error or confusion matrix was calculated using a cut off value of .4. 
 
Table 25 Confusion Matrix 13-Week Window 
 Observed Negative Observed Positive 
Predicted Negative 10982 8 
Predicted Positive 29 12 
 
 
Other performance metrics – the confusion matrices, balanced accuracy, precision, recall, 
sensitivity, specificity, AUC, the null information rate and others – for each nested Model 3 
prediction window are displayed in Table 26. 





Table 26 Performance Metrics for Four Prediction Windows using Nested Model 3 
Window (weeks) 4-week 13-week 26-week 52-week 
True Negative 11013 10982 10953 10901 
True Positive 4 12 17 20 
False Negative 11 29 52 97 
False Positive  4 8 10 13 
HLGOF test sample statistic 14.7906 11.5658 7.099 13.1715 
HLGOF test sample df 8 8 8 8 
HLGOF test sample p value 0.0633 0.1717 0.5260 0.1061 
HLGOF training statistic 3.1341 12.6023 6.3629 6.5907 
HLGOF training df 8 8 8 8 
HLGOF training p value 0.7956 0.805 0.6376 0.1739 
AUC 0.6682 0.8524 0.8704 0.8682 
Cor (pred. probability & obs. class) 0.3921 0.4298 0.4521 0.3940 
Sensitivity 0.5000 0.6000 0.6296 0.6061 
Specificity 0.9990 0.9974 0.9953 0.9912 
Positive Predictive Value 0.2667 0.2927 0.2464 0.1709 
Negative Predictive Value 0.9996 0.9993 0.9991 0.9988 
Precision 0.2667 0.2927 0.2464 0.1709 
Recall 0.5000 0.6000 0.6296 0.6061 
F1 0.3478 0.3934 0.3542 0.2667 
Prevalence 0.0007 0.0018 0.0024 0.0030 
Detection Rate 0.0004 0.0011 0.0015 0.0018 
Detection Prevalence 0.0014 0.0037 0.0063 0.0106 
Balanced Accuracy 0.7495 0.7987 0.8125 0.7986 
Accuracy 0.9986 0.9966 0.9944 0.9900 
Kappa 0.3472 0.3920 0.3519 0.2632 
Accuracy Null 0.9993 0.9982 0.9976 0.9970 
Accuracy P Value 0.9918 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000 
 
 





    Reference 
    No Event Event 
Prediction 
No Event D C 
Event  B A 




The performance statistics are computed as follows (Kuhn, 2008):  
 
 
Figure 10 Performance Calculations 
1. Sensitivity = A / (A + C)  
2. Specificity = D / (B + D)  
3. Prevalence = (A + C) / (A + B + C + D)  
4. Positive Predictive Value =  (sensitivity ∗ prevalence) / ((sensitivity ∗ prevalence) +   
((1−specificity)∗(1−prevalence)))  
5. Negative Predictive Value = (specificity ∗ (1−prevalence)) / (((1−sensitivity) ∗   
prevalence) + ((specificity) ∗ (1−prevalence)))  
6. Detection Rate = A / (A + B + C + D)  
7. Detection Prevalence = (A + B) / (A + B + C + D)  
8. Balanced Accuracy = (sensitivity + specificity) / 2  
9. Precision = A / (A + B)  
10. Recall = A / (A + C)  
11. F1 = (1 + beta2 ) ∗ precision ∗ recall / ((beta2 ∗ precision) + recall) 
 
 
The correlation of the 13-week outcome variable and the model’s calculated site risk is 
0.4298. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) for the test sample is 
0.8524, indicating that 85% of the time, the model will correctly assign a higher absolute risk to 
a randomly selected BIN with an event than to a randomly selected BIN without an event. The 
conditional probability of an INJFAT for positive cases is  22% , and 0.33% for negative cases.  
DeLong’s Test for correlated ROC curves (from the pROC package in R) shows that 
nested Model 3 better discriminates than nested Model 1 (z = 2.3221, p = 0.0101) but there is no 
difference between nested Model 3 and nested Model 2 (z = -0.5609, p = 0.2874).  
 
4.3 Zero-Inflated Poisson Model for Counts 
Although the logistic model predicting binary outcomes was reasonably successful, some 




concern arises about the extremely low base rate of the outcome variable. Less than 0.3% of the 
data contains a positive outcome, meaning there is an excessive number of negative cases.  For 
this reason, a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model was applied to the INJFAT counts data. Zero-
inflated models attempt to account for excess zeros by simultaneously estimating an equation for 
the zero (inflated) category and for the positive outcome category. This makes a conceptual 
differentiation in what a zero signifies in the data- one type of zero is excess, while the other is a 
true zero, both governed by different processes.  
The covariates remain the same as in the logistic regression model except for the equation 
modeling the excess zeros. Raw count values were used for the model and then later transformed 
to binary values to compute the confusion matrix and performance measures. The performance 
of four zero-inflated Poisson models is shown below in Table 29.  
4.3.01 Zero-Inflated Poisson Model Coefficients 
The 13-week window results are shown in Table 27 for the Zero-inflated Poisson model.  
 
Table 27 Model Coefficients for the Zero-Inflated Poisson Model Applied to INJFAT Counts Within a 13-Week 
Window 
  Estimate Std. Error Pr(>|z|) Odds Ratio 
(Intercept) -2.6464 1.8156 0.1450 0.0709 
Nest 1 Environment, Occupancy, Previous Incidents 
Reference Level: Manhattan - - - - 
Bronx 0.2437 1.0328 0.8135 1.2760 
Brooklyn 2.3178 0.7222 0.0013 10.1533 
Queens 1.3596 0.7807 0.0816 3.8946 
Staten Island -1.4564 3.0811 0.6364 0.2331 
DoFc D Elevator Apartments 0.9611 0.3759 0.0106 2.6146 
DoFc H Hotels 1.6670 0.5094 0.0011 5.2963 
DoFc O Office  1.0077 0.4708 0.0323 2.7393 
DoFc R Condominium 0.4864 0.5330 0.3615 1.6265 
Ref: Not 1, 2, or 3 family occupancy - - - - 
bi_123Family1 -0.1835 0.5271 0.7277 0.8324 
Weeks Inactive from CutDate 0.0027 0.0430 0.9500 1.0027 




INJFAT_R26L_c 0.0801 0.0215 0.0002 1.0834 
INJFAT_RL52_BIN_i 0.6747 0.1882 0.0003 1.9634 
Nest 2 Permit Related 
Count New Building 0.1166 0.1350 0.3878 1.1237 
Count Alteration Type 1 -0.0353 0.0290 0.2240 0.9653 
Count Alteration Type 2 0.0307 0.0293 0.2940 1.0312 
Count Alteration Type 3 0.0469 0.1274 0.7126 1.0480 
Count Demolition 0.0398 0.1709 0.8158 1.0406 
Count Boiler 0.0344 0.0995 0.7292 1.0350 
Count Curb Cut -0.1360 0.3255 0.6760 0.8728 
Count Construction Equipment -0.9933 0.3736 0.0079 0.3704 
Count Fire Suppression -0.0667 0.0872 0.4448 0.9355 
Count Fuel Storage 0.1663 0.0975 0.0882 1.1809 
Count Plumbing 0.0853 0.1064 0.4229 1.0890 
Sign Off Count (total) -0.0215 0.0106 0.0422 0.9787 
Percent Active Permits -1.6751 2.2045 0.4473 0.1873 
Reference: No Site Safety Component - - - - 
Site Safety Permits 1-2  -1.0568 0.5654 0.0616 0.3476 
Site Safety Permits > 2 -1.1239 0.5513 0.0415 0.3250 
Recent_PSOactivity_26WL 0.0882 0.0287 0.0021 1.0922 
Recent_PSOactivity_52W 0.0075 0.0302 0.8049 1.0075 
Recent_Pactivity_26WL 0.0146 0.0133 0.2727 1.0147 
Recent_Pactivity_52W 0.0124 0.0098 0.2036 1.0125 
WT26_Plumbing -0.0185 0.1762 0.9165 0.9817 
WT26_Equipment Work 0.0274 0.0918 0.7655 1.0278 
Offsite Soil -0.0173 0.0473 0.7154 0.9828 
Nest 3 Complaint Related 
No Complaint -0.0131 0.3284 0.9683 0.9870 
Recent26_PosBeta_bin1 0.1001 0.1760 0.5694 1.1053 
Recent_DCL2L3activity_26WL -0.0854 0.0643 0.1845 0.9181 
Recent_DCL2L3activity_52W 0.0733 0.0522 0.1603 1.0761 
SWO_26WL -0.2454 0.1345 0.0681 0.7824 
SWO_52W -0.1391 0.1418 0.3268 0.8701 
Complaint4TTF -0.0003 0.0003 0.2658 0.9997 
CCDA_4L -  High-Rise Tracking (DA) -0.6472 0.2731 0.0178 0.5235 
CCDA_91 – Unsafe Site Conditions  (DA) -0.0748 0.2263 0.7410 0.9279 
DCI2_c 0.0621 0.0251 0.0133 1.0641 
 
 




The equation modeling the excess zeros is given in Table 28, and the performance metrics are 
shown in Table 29. 
 
Table 28 Zero-Inflated Model Zero Equation 
Zero Equation Estimate Std. Error Pr(>|z|) Odds Ratio 
(Intercept) 5.0072 2.4318 0.0395 149.4856 
Reference Level: Manhattan - - - - 
Bronx 2.1990 1.4985 0.1423 9.0160 
Brooklyn 3.8053 0.8988 0.0000 44.9387 
Queens 3.1523 1.0124 0.0018 23.3898 
Staten Island -0.5897 5.8665 0.9199 0.5545 
DoFc C 0.8582 0.5399 0.1120 2.3589 
DoFc I -1.8585 0.7454 0.0127 0.1559 
DoFc R -0.2333 0.2803 0.4053 0.7919 
DoFc S -0.6220 0.5221 0.2336 0.5369 
DoFc W -0.9195 0.4924 0.0618 0.3987 
Weeks Inactive from CutDate 0.0703 0.0491 0.1522 1.0728 
Percent Active Permits -4.7302 3.0181 0.1170 0.0088 
INJFAT_R26L (count) -0.4475 0.1663 0.0071 0.6392 
INJFAT_RL52 (binary) -0.4758 0.4475 0.2877 0.6214 
Mean Completion Time A1  0.0014 0.0039 0.7159 1.0014 
Mean Completion Time A2 -0.0019 0.0031 0.5358 0.9981 
Mean Completion Time A3 0.0063 0.0029 0.0295 1.0063 
Mean Completion Time DM 0.0051 0.0052 0.3251 1.0051 
Mean Completion Time NB 0.0152 0.0054 0.0051 1.0153 
Demolition (binary) -0.1154 0.7705 0.8810 0.8910 
Total Permit Signoff Count -0.0238 0.0124 0.0548 0.9765 
Reference Level: No SS Job - - - - 
psi_SSJOB1 -2.1701 0.8890 0.0146 0.1142 
psi_SSJOB2 -1.3424 0.8311 0.1063 0.2612 
WT26_PL 0.1245 0.2939 0.6717 1.1326 
WT26_SP -0.1539 0.2632 0.5589 0.8574 
Priority Code B 13W 0.1558 0.2291 0.4964 1.1686 
Priority Code B 26W -0.0102 0.1805 0.9550 0.9899 
Priority Code B 52W 0.0048 0.1234 0.9691 1.0048 
Priority Code C 13W -0.7898 0.2788 0.0046 0.4539 
Priority Code C 26W -0.0416 0.1943 0.8304 0.9593 
Priority Code C 52W 0.4938 0.1556 0.0015 1.6385 
Priority Code D 13W 0.3036 0.2804 0.2790 1.3547 
Priority Code D 26W -0.2145 0.2483 0.3877 0.8069 
Priority Code D 52W -0.4454 0.1675 0.0078 0.6406 
Permit Activity 26WL -0.0016 0.0198 0.9373 0.9984 
Permit Activity 52W -0.0277 0.0213 0.1928 0.9727 
Office of the Building Marshall 52WL 0.4009 0.2413 0.0967 1.4932 
Executive Operations 26WL 0.0001 0.1339 0.9992 1.0001 
DCI2 13W 0.3036 0.2804 0.2790 1.3547 
DCI2 26W -0.2145 0.2483 0.3877 0.8069 




DCI2 52W -0.4454 0.1675 0.0078 0.6406 
Recent26_NegBeta_bin1 0.7863 0.3228 0.0148 2.1953 
Recent52_NegBeta_bin1 0.4579 0.2493 0.0663 1.5808 
Recent_PSOactivity_26WL1 0.1510 0.0609 0.0132 1.1630 
Priority Code B (total) 0.0895 0.0726 0.2179 1.0936 
Priority Code C (total) -0.1992 0.1789 0.2656 0.8194 
Priority Code D (total) -0.1549 0.1105 0.1610 0.8565 
CCDCAlt100_c 0.1324 0.7308 0.8562 1.1416 
CCDCAlt500_c -0.2791 0.4590 0.5432 0.7565 
CCDCAlt1000_c -0.4421 0.4988 0.3754 0.6427 
CCDCAlt100_c 0.1324 0.7308 0.8562 1.1416 
 
4.3.02 Zero-Inflated Poisson Performance Metrics 
Table 29 Zero-Inflated Poisson Model Performance Across Four Outcome Windows 
  W04 W13 W26 W52 
True Negative 11009 10978 10938 10875 
True Positive 3 10 15 33 
False Negative 8 32 55 87 
False Positive 12 12 24 37 
AIC 383 854 1718 3029 
AUC 0.2727 0.2381 0.2143 0.2750 
Sensitivity 0.9989 0.9989 0.9978 0.9966 
Specificity 0.2000 0.4545 0.3846 0.4714 
Pos Predictive Value 0.9993 0.9971 0.9950 0.9921 
Neg Predictive Value 0.2000 0.4545 0.3846 0.4714 
Precision 0.2727 0.2381 0.2143 0.2750 
Recall 0.2308 0.3125 0.2752 0.3474 
F1 0.0010 0.0038 0.0063 0.0109 
Prevalence 0.0003 0.0009 0.0014 0.0030 
Detection Rate 0.0014 0.0020 0.0035 0.0063 
Detection Prevalence 0.6358 0.6185 0.6060 0.6358 
Balanced Accuracy 0.9982 0.9960 0.9928 0.9888 
Accuracy 0.2299 0.3107 0.2719 0.3421 
Kappa 0.9972 0.9946 0.9911 0.9866 
Accuracy Null 0.9953 0.6584 0.8716 0.6647 
Accuracy P Value 0.5023 0.0042 0.0007 0.0000 
Mcnemar P Value 0.2727 0.2381 0.2143 0.2750 
 
A comparison of the confusion matrix and the Akaike information criteria (AIC) for the 
LR and ZIP models is displayed in Table 30. 
 





Table 30 Nested Model 3 Confusion Matrix and AIC Comparison between LR and ZIP Models, By Length of Outcome Window 
    4-week 13-week 26-week 52-week 
Logistic 
Regression 
AIC 346 893 1442 2331 
True Negative 11013 10982 10953 10901 
True Positive 4 12 17 20 
False Negative 11 29 52 97 
False Positive  4 8 10 13 
Zero-inflated 
Poisson 
AIC 383 854 1718 3029 
True Negative 11009 10978 10938 10875 
True Positive 3 10 15 33 
False Negative 8 32 55 87 
False Positive 12 12 24 37 
 
The ZIP model’s AIC is lower for the 13-week window only, however, the true positive 
rate is also lower than for the logistic regression model. The true positive rate is the key indicator 
of model performance in this modeling context, followed by the false negative rate.  
 
  





Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
 
This section will begin with an overview and then discuss the model parameters for the 
logistic regression model using the 13-week window, and will conclude by addressing the 
relative fits of each nested model for the 13-week interval. The logistic regression model 
performed better than the zero-inflated Poisson model and will be the focus of the discussion.  
5.1 Summary of Key Results 
The main purpose of this study was to assess whether public data can be used to predict 
construction incidents. This was done by combining three publicly available datasets and fitting 
two classes of statistical models to the transformed data. The results indicate it is possible to 
predict construction incidents using only limited open data sources.  The logistic regression and 
zero-inflated Poisson model performed adequately using data from construction permits and 
complaint information with a balanced accuracy between 75 and 80% across all prediction 
windows for the logistic regression models. The models were able to classify construction sites 
as high risk and predict incidents within each prediction window, lending evidence that 
construction incidents can be predicted before they occur using only leading indicators.  Except 
for the four-week window, the logistic regression models consistently classified more true 
positives than false negatives. The Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit test indicated that 
each model fit the data, even considering the large sample size, and the likelihood ratio test for 
the nested models showed that nested Model 3 consistently better fit the data. The logistic 
regression model results for the 13-week window will be discussed below, because it had a better 
classification rate than the zero-inflated Poisson model. The 13-week window was chosen 




because it performed better than the 4-week model and offered a narrower and earlier prediction 
window than the 26 and 52 week model. 
 
5.2 Logistic Regression Model: 13 Week Window 
5.2.01 Performance Overview 
The first nested model for the 13-week window, Model 1, was a viable and workable 
model, containing only environmental information, event counts, and previous incidents. Nested 
Model 1 provided evidence that sites with previously recorded incidents are likely to record an 
additional incident. For agencies that utilize this information, tracking sites is relatively simple in 
that an agency does not need to run statistical models to identify high risk sites, instead, a list of 
past incidents on active sites can provide actionable information. However, Models 2 and 3 had 
relatively better model fit than Model 1 (Table 21: likelihood ratio test χ(10) = 29.14,  p = .0012 
for nested Model 3 versus nested Model 2), presenting evidence that the additional information 
provided by the permits and complaints data increased prediction rates. Each nested model added 
two true positives while subtracting two false positives (Table 22). Nested Model 3 for the 13-
week window correctly identified 12 construction incidents and incorrectly classified eight, 
meaning the model had specificity of 60% and a balanced accuracy of 85%.   
 5.2.02 Model Coefficients 
Next, the logistic model coefficients is discussed for the 13-week window, including 
insights suggested by the estimated model. The exponentiated log-odd of the model intercept is 
.0006, indicating the predicted probability of an incident when all predictor variables are set to 
their reference values (Manhattan, DoF classifications, no site safety, not a one, two, or three 
family residence) is 0.06%.  Given all covariate information, Bronx construction sites were 80% 




less likely than Manhattan sites (OR = .22, p = .0451) to record an incident. Only the Department 
of Finance housing classification H (Hotels) had a significantly higher risk than the other 
categories (OR = 2.47, p = .0892) more likely than the other categories, given the other model 
covariates/ The total number of recorded events (permits, complaints, or incidents) on the BIN 
was not associated with a change in the likelihood of an incident during the 13-week window, 
however, event inactivity did. For each additional week that no events were recorded from the 
cut date there was an average reduction in the likelihood of an incident of approximately 3% (OR 
= .9741, p = . 0735). 
Past behavior is often a good predictor of future behavior; here, “predictor side” INJFATs 
recorded 26 weeks before the cut date yielded a 79% increase (OR = 1.785, p < .0001) in the 
calculated odds of a subsequent INJFAT. There were 290 BINs with at least one recorded 
INJFAT in the previous 26 weeks, and 17 BINs with more than five.  The occurrence of one or 
more INJFATs between 26 and 52 weeks before the cut date had a 2.59 times higher predicted 
risk than those that had no recorded incidents during this period (p = 0.0446). A total of 231 
BINs had an INJFAT recorded during this time interval.  
Of the permit-related information, which made up the bulk of the predictors, sites with no 
permit signoffs were associated with the largest increase in the likelihood of a construction 
incident (‘PercentActivePermits’ OR = 4.50, p = .0037). There were 9619 BINs which did not 
have any signed off permits before the cut date, while 11965 had half or fewer of the site permits 
signed off. Of the major permit types, new building permits were calculated as the biggest 
contributor to site risk (OR = 2.3486, p = .01210), along with alteration type 3 permits (OR = 
1.2152, p = .0011). These two permits go together on large sites as alteration type 3 permits are 
used for scaffolding and sidewalk overhead protection. Of the sub-permit types, sprinkler (OR = 




1.26, p = .0195) and standpipe (OR = 1.37, p = .00005) permits were both positively associated 
with more incidents. Boiler (OR = .48, p = .0235), plumbing (OR = .82, p = .0476), and fire 
suppression (OR = 61, p = .0915) permits both indicated a decrease in the calculated site risk of 
50%, 20%, and 40%, respectively. Permits that were added to the site between 26 and 52 weeks 
from the cut date increased the calculated site risk by 2.5% per permit (OR = 1.02, p = .0126). 
Concerning complaint related information, sites with at least one recorded complaint were 
roughly twice as likely to record an INJFAT than those that recorded no complaint information 
(OR = 2.22, p = .0497). This likelihood may be modified by the average distance of the 
complaints from the cut date, as each week the average time of complaints moves away from the 
cut date, the likelihood of an incident decreases approximates 1% (OR = 0.996, p = 0.0601). Stop 
work order lifts, which allow the site to continue work, that occurred within 26 weeks of the cut 
date had an effect of increases risk by 28% (OR = 1.28, p = .0765), while those that occurred 
between 26 and 52 weeks lead to a 42% increase (OR = 1.42, p = .0153). The total count of the 
disposition “no action necessary” had a 7.6% (OR = 1.07, p = .0008) increase in the likelihood of 
an incident. Finally, the count of complaint category 91 (site conditions endangering workers) 
that received a disposition type A had an effect of reducing site risk by 80% (OR = .206, p = 
.0577). 
5.2.02  Interpretations 
The variables included in the model performed in a logical and consistent manner. For 
example, the variable “1-2 family house’ was not classified by the model as high risk, because 
they rarely record incidents or meet the requirements of specialized site safety provisions. These 
sites will have a much shorter permit durations that require magnitudes fewer workers than larger 
buildings. By contrast, new building construction permits are the most resource intensive permits 




in the model and this is reflected in a two-fold calculated risk. Large buildings require specific 
individual sub-permits to complete the permitted scope of work with the associated 
professionally licensed personnel. The most common supplementary permit to a new building is 
alteration type 3 (A3) for scaffolding and overhead sidewalk protection. Each A3 permit carries a 
22% increase in risk. These larger sites often require a site safety manager (SSM) or 
superintendent to be on site during all operations which means the agency has a priori 
determined them to be of high risk as well.  
 The model showed sites that have one or two SSM permits to sometimes be riskier than 
sites with none (OR = 1.68, p = .1396), however, a site that had three or more permits that 
required an SSM to sometimes be safer than a site with none (OR = .69, p = .1844), holding all 
other variables constant. Further investigation is necessary, but this might indicate that more 
SSMs create a safer work environment or that there is a hidden time component to the effect. 
Three or more SSMs permits may not indicate there are three or more SSMs on site at any given 
time, rather a long period of time may have passed and a new SSM permit was added, which 
may keep the total number of SSMs on site constant.  
Permits are sometimes required when adding new equipment to a work site. When these 
permits are filed in the 26 weeks prior to the cut date, site INJFAT risk increased by 66%. The 
types of equipment which requires these permits is generally considered specialized, high-risk 
machinery which, in concert with the aforementioned permit variables, generates increasingly 
risky situations. 
Risk decreases as permits are completed. Sites with permits that are signed-off within a 
year of the cut date have an associated 7% reduction in risk,per signed off permit, controlling for 
all other covariates. Increased permit activity near the cut date did not influence calculated risk 




for these models, but this could be because the total number of permits on a BIN is included in 
the model. A model that does not have total permit counts may calculate a higher risk for BINs 
that have new permits near the cut date.  New permits 26 weeks to 52 weeks before the cut dates 
did show a small increase in the calculated risk.  
As the saying goes, no news is good news— the absence of site notifications or public 
complaints is a good indicator of a safe site, on average. The presence of at least one complaint is 
associated with a two-fold increase in site risk. Upon initial inspection on these sites, often no 
violating conditions are observed and they are assigned the disposition code “no action 
necessary” (i2). However, these disposition code “no action necessary” is associated with a 22% 
increase in the likelihood of an incident. As with priority D complaints which are more 
associated with incidents than priority A complaints due to the speed of action from the 
department, “no action necessary” dispositions may similarly allow for the accumulation of 
unsafe site conditions.  Recent stop-work order lifts (Disposition L2, L3) are associated with a 




Previous quantitative research focused on in-situ observations and traded generalizability 
in favor of detailed site observations.  The present research prioritized generalizability and relied 
upon extant data with the goal of demonstrating whether the utility of public data can be 
expanded beyond the purpose for which it was collected. This study’s strength is also its 
weakness. The data was collected and reported from the perspective of a regulatory agency and 
is only as granular as the reporting behavior of inspectors, construction-site foremen and public 
complaints allow. This study is as far removed from the rich day-to-day construction activity as 




one can be while still having information on what might be happening where. The issue with 
using this public data is that the frequency and intensity at which work is conducted on the site is 
is unknown. It is not uncommon for construction sites to go dormant for weeks or months, and 
unless the site is specifically designated as a stalled-site, there is no way to know how often the 
site is occupied or at what capacity. Being so far removed, the researchers do not know when 
work on a site is technically in progress—the possession of an approved permit does not imply a 
contractor has to start work immediately, or at all. We assume there is intention to start work as 
soon as possible after the permit is approved, but this is not always the case. A permit that is 
active for a year does not necessarily have to have work conducted on the site each week. The 
work scheduling will vary from job to job. Further, despite the effort put into cleaning the 
incident database of all non-construction related incidents, some unrelated cases have been found 
to exist in the data, indicating that the performance presented is likely worse than if the outcome 
variable had less error. 
Even though there is a large amount of data, that is not necessarily the case for each site. 
Approximately 25% of the BINs have more than ten events available for modeling.  This means 
there is a limited amount of information available to extract from the data and a plethora of 
variable combinations that may yield model performance metrics similar to those presented in 
this study. Models with a different selection of variables may perform as well or better than the 
performance presented in this paper as multiple parameterization solutions seem to exist.  
Moreover, as the positive outcomes are rare in this study, the logistic model performance 
was subject to fluctuations from partitioning the sample into a training and test sample. This was 
especially the case for the four-week window, where true positive rates ranged from one to five 
across trials. A small subset of positive cases seems to affect the results depending on whether 




they land in the training or testing sample. Often, however, the model parameters are similar to 
those reported in the results section, but there is a noticeable difference. The resulting limitation 
take the form of false prediction of both positive and negative. Of the two, false negatives are of 
higher concern in the domain of accident prevention.  It is important to differentiate between 
errors caused by incorrect model parameterization versus those caused by external factors.  In the 
13-week model total sample, 32 sites were incorrectly predicted to not observe an incident. Three 
of these false negatives were clearly related to the model not assigning a risk value above the 
prediction threshold. These three cases had a calculated probability slightly above 0.30, which 
would have been detected if the classification threshold was lowered from 0.40 to 0.30.  The 
remaining BINs had a calculated probability of 15% or less. Because the model was designed 
specifically to catch construction related incidents, any non-construction related incident 
identified within these false negatives would technically be a true negative.  For example, there 
were at least three ‘false negatives’ that were façade failures resulting from a failure to maintain 
the structure (BIN: 3063447, 1005703, 1064588); these were unrelated to active construction. 
For a number of the false negatives, it is unclear whether they were construction related, and 
therefore whether they could have been predicted by the model. Often these were due, at least in 
part, to preexisting unsafe building conditions, which are sometimes difficult to parse. For 
example, one incident involved a case in which a worker was electrocuted on a scaffold. 
Additionally, there is no guarantee that the BINs with false negatives were properly reporting 
complaints in the first place. Since the recording of an INJFAT is not without error, events may 
have occurred at sites that were not reported or minor injuries requiring no hospitalization may 
have been included as a positive outcome case alongside fatalities. These factors make it difficult 
to determine an exact cause when limited to short incident descriptions.  




5.4 Future research and implications 
This research has demonstrated that it is possible to use a limited subset of public data to 
classify the risk of job sites and predict construction-related accidents before they happen. 
Results are in line with NYC Comptroller reports (2020, 2018) on the risk associated with the 
Department of Buildings failure to properly conduct follow-up inspections and lack of control 
over inspectorial staff.  The comptroller audit (2020) reports over 5000 follow up inspections 
were not conducted, and it concludes unsafe conditions are allowed to accrue at these sites. Sites 
that have been found to have hazardous conditions, thereby receiving a stop work order, are not 
becoming safer sites after the offending conditions are cured and the stop work order is lifted, 
despite regulatory intervention. Data collection on the number of sub-contractors on a permit is 
not collected by the DOB, but would be beneficial for future research, along with estimates of 
the number of workers on a site, and more consistent data input for total construction floor area 
and total project costs.  
However, many interesting threads beyond the scope of this study. One pragmatic issue 
among these that deserves attention is how to further delineate the indicators of risk on these 
large high-risk sites while detecting sites that may underreport activity. One way this may be 
accomplished is by filtering out all BINs with low activity and specifically applying models to 
sites that are considered at-risk or creating models based on a specific type of building and set of 
permits, focusing particularly on those with a site safety component. Relatedly, the study of the 
influence of safety audits by the regulatory body on the calculated site risk should be examined.  
Other variables may be included in the model. The inclusion of permittee contractor 
information, which is available but was not used in this study, may help to reduce error and 
improve prediction. A separate model may be needed to identity contractors’ risk and then 




derived parameters may be used in a model such as the one proposed in this paper.  The parsing 
of such information or the addition of data from other sources would likely help reduce the error 
rate.  
Additionally, future investigations of this data might benefit from the use of other model 
types. For example, long-short term memory neural networks might be able detect higher order 
relationships that exist in the data, and a rolling-event regression (or a Bayesian approach) might 
yield new insights.  The use of propensity score matching to compare conditions across high-risk 
sites is another method to consider, along with what-if analysis and other methods used to 
determine pseudo-causality.  
Looking even more broadly, an argument could be made that the future of this research and 
site-safety compliance will involve the use of computer vision and machine-learning techniques. 
The ability to parse video frames in real time and predict incidents from these video frames at 
multiple locations on a construction site will likely be unparalleled to existing techniques. This 
would allow for the prediction of accidents in real time at a granular level, and not be subject to 
the sociological or economic factors that may prevent the reporting of site conditions.  
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Appendix A: Permit Issuance Data Dictionary 
 
 
Data Dictionary - Column Information  
Column Name Column Description Additional Notes Data Type (Plain 
Text, Number, 
Date) 
BOROUGH The name of the NYC borough where the 
proposed work will take place. 
Expected values = Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island. Text 
Bin # Building Identification Number assigned by 




House # The house number for the building where 
the proposed work will take place. 
In the address, "280 Broadway", 280 is the house number. This number 
may contain a dash (-), as in "8-15 27 Avenue". 
Text 
Street Name The street name for the building where the 
proposed work will take place. 
In the address, "1050 Park Place", Park Place is the street name. Text 
Job # The DOB Job Application Number assigned 
when the applicant begins the application. 
This is the unique identifier for the application submitted to the 
Department. It may contain several work types, and more work types may 
be added as the application review and the work continues. It is a 9-digit 
number where the first digit indicates the borough where the building is 
located. 
1 = Manhattan 
2 = Bronx 
3 = Brooklyn 
4 = Queens 
5 = Staten Island 
Number 
Job doc. # A sequential number assigned to each of the 
documents that make up a job application. 
Every job application should have a 01 document. Every additional 






Job Type 2-digit code to indicate the overall job type 
for the application. 
 
Note: You should also look at the Permit 
Type field to find out what this specific 
permit has been issued for. An NB job, for 
example, can have several different 
Work/Permit Types such as PL, SP, EQ, 
etc. And each Work/Permit Type will be 
issued a seperate permit. 
Expected values are: 
A1 = Alteration Type I, A major alteration that will change the use, 
egress, or occupancy of the building. 
A2 = Alteration Type II, An application with multiple types of work that 
do not affect the use, egress, or occupancy of the building. 
A3 = Alteration Type III, One type of minor work that doesn't affect the 
use, egress, or occupancy of the building. 
NB = New Building, An application to build a new structure. “NB” 
cannot be selected if any existing building elements are to remain—for 
example a part of an old foundation, a portion of a façade that will be 
incorporated into the construction, etc. 
DM = Demolition, An application to fully or partially demolish an 
existing building. 
SG = Sign, An application to install or remove an outdoor sign. 
Text 
Self_Cert Indicates whether or not the application was 
submitted as Professionally Certified. A 
Professional Engineer (PE) or Registered 
Architect (RA) can certify compliance with 
applicable laws and codes on applications 
filed by him/her as applicant. 
Expected values are: 
Y = Yes. 
N = No. 
blank = No information for this record. 
Text 
Block Tax Block assigned to the location of the 





Lot Tax Lot assigned to the location of the 
proposed work by the Department of 
Finance. 
Note: NYC Tax Lots are 4 digits. This dataset reports them in 5 digits 
with a leading zero. If you are concatenating fields to create the BBL, you 
will need to adjust for this. 
Text 





Zip Code ZIP Code for the building's address.  Text 
Bldg Type Legal occupancy classification. Expected values are: 
1 = 1-2-3 Family 
2 = Other 
 
DOF classification has 36 types - this field just simplifies it for DOB 
purposes. Anything above 3 family we consider multiple dwelling and is 








Expected values are: 
Y = Yes. 
blank = No information for this record. 
Text 
Special District 1   Text 
Special District 2   Text 
Work Type The specific type of work covered by the 
permit. 
This is a two character code to indicate the type of work. Check the Type 
Values sheet in this document for expected values and definitions. If the 
Work Type is blank, check the Permit Type. 
Text 
Permit Status The current status of the permit application. Expected values are 
IN PROCESS = The applicant submitted the PW-2 appliction for a permit 
and it is being processed 
ISSUED = The permit has been issued 
RE-ISSUED = The permit has been reissued 
REVOKED = The permit has been revoked 
Text 
Filing Status Indicates if this is the first time the permit is 
being applied for or if the permit is being 
renewed. 
Expected values are INITIAL or RENEWAL. Text 
Permit Type The specific type of work covered by the 
permit. 
This is a two character code to indicate the type of work. Check the Type 
Values sheet in this document for expected values and definitions. 
Text 
Permit Sequence # A sequential number assigned to each 
issuance of the particular permit from initial 
issuance to each subsequent renewal. 
Every initial permit should have a 01 sequence number. Every additional 
renewal receives a number that increases by 1 (ex: 02, 03, 04) 
Text 
Permit Subtype A more specific designation for the type of 
work indicated in the Permit Type. 
This is a two character code to indicate the type of work. Check the Type 
Values sheet in this document for expected values and definitions. 
Text 
Oil Gas If the permit is for work on fuel burning 
equipment, this indicates whether it burns oil 
or gas. 
Expected values are OIL, GAS, or blank. Text 
Site Fill This indicates the source of any fill dirt that 
will be used on the construction site. When 
over 300 cubic yards of fill is being used, the 
Department is required to inform Sanitation 
of where the fill is coming from and the 
amount. 
Expected Values are: 
USE UNDER 300 CU.YD = Less than 300 cubic yards (on-site or off-site) 
is being used. 
NOT APPLICABLE = Not applicable to proposed work. 
ON-SITE = 300 or more cubic yards of fill is being used from on-site. 
OFF-SITE = 300 or more cubic yards of fill will be transplanted from an 
off- site location. 
blank 
Text 










Expiration Date The date that the permit expires.  
 
Date 
Job Start Date The date that the initial permit was issued 
















Business name of the person that the permit 




Permittee's Phone # Phone number of the person that the permit 






Professional license type of the person that 
the permit was issued to. 
Expected values are: 
DM = 
FS = Fire Suppression Contractor GC = General Contractor 
HI = 
MP = Master Plumber NW = 
OB = Oil Burner Installer OW = 
PE = Professional Engineer RA = Registered Architect SI = Sign Hanger 
Text 
Permittee's License # Professional license number of the person 




Act as Superintendent Indicates if the permittee acts as the 
Construction Superintendent for the work 
site. 
Expected values are Y, blank. Text 
Permittee's Other Title Another license number for the person that 




HIC License NYC-Registered Home Improvement 
Contractors (HIC) need a license for all 
alteration work in 1-, 2-, 3- , 4-family homes 
or individual apartments in condos/co-ops. 
HIC licenses are issued by the NYC 








Site Safety Mgr's First 
Name 
The Site Safety Manager's first name. A certified Site Safety Manager is required on new construction or 
demolition sites 15 stories and above or 100,000 square feet or greater. 
Text 
Site Safety Mgr's Last 
Name 
The Site Safety Manager's last name.  
 
Text 
Site Safety Mgr 
Business Name 
The Site Safety Manager's business name.  
 
Text 
Superintendent First & 
Last Name 
The Construction Superintendent's first and 
last name. 
A registered Construction Superintendent is required at new buildings and 









Owner's Business Type Indicates the type of entity that owns the 




Non-Profit Indicates if the building is owned by a non- 
profit. 
Expected values are Y, N, blank. Text 
Owner's Business Name Business name for the owner of the building 




Owner's First Name First name of the owner of the building 




Owner's Last Name Last name of the owner of the building where 




Owner's House # House number for the address of the owner 





Owner's House Street 
Name 
Street for the address of the owner of the 




Owner's House City City for the address of the owner of the 




Owner's House State State for the address of the owner of the 




Owner's House Zip 
Code 
ZIP Code for the address of the owner of the 




Owner's Phone # Phone number of the owner of the building 




DOBRunDate Date when query is run and pushed to Open 










LATITUDE Latitude for the building where the 




LONGITUDE Longitude for the building where the 




COUNCIL_DISTRICT Council District for the building where the 




CENSUS_TRACT Census Tract for the building where the 




NTA_NAME Neighborhood Tabulation Area for the 
building where the proposed work will take 
place. 
Neighborhood Tabulation Areas (NTAs) were created to project populations 
at a small area level, from 2000 to 2030 for PlaNYC, the long-term 
sustainability plan for New York City. For more info, go to 
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data/dwn-nynta.page. 
Text 





Appendix B: DOB Complaints-Received Data Dictionary 
 
 
Data Dictionary - Column Information 





(where applicable, include the range of possible values, units of measure, how to 
whether there are specific relationships between columns, and information on col 
Complaint Number 7-digit complaint number starting with borough code: (1= 
Manhattan, 2= Bronx, 3 = Brooklyn, 4 = Queens, 5 = Staten 
Island). This number is assigned by Buildings Information 
System (BIS) when the complaint is entered into the system. 
  
Status Current status of the complaint. This is based on the 
Disposition Code. 
 Expected Values: ACTIVE, CLOSED 
Date Entered Date that the complaint was entered into BIS.   
House Number House number for the address of the building identified in the 
complaint. 
  
ZIP Code Zip code for the address of the building identified in the 
complaint. 
  
House Street Street name for the address of the building identified in 
the complaint. 
  
BIN Building Identification Number, assigned by City 
Planning, for the address of the building identified in the 
complaint. 
  
Community Board Community board for the address of the building 
identified in the complaint. 3-digit identifier: Borough 
code = first position, last 2 
= community board. 
  
Special District Indicates whether or not the building identified in the 
complaint is located in a Special District. 
  
 





















Complaint Category 2-digit, alphanumeric, DOB Complaint 
Category Codes. 
 Current list of DOB complaint codes can be found at 
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/complaint_category.pdf 
 
Historical list can be found on the Categories tab of this document. 
Unit The most recent unit that was assigned 
to this complaint. It may have been 
initially assigned to one unit, and then 
referred to another unit for disposition. 
  
Disposition Date Date that the disposition for the 
complaint was entered into BIS. 
  
Disposition Code 2-digit, alphanumeric, Disposition Code 
of Complaint. 
 Complete List of codes can be found at 
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/bis_complaint_disposition_co
des.pdf 
Inspection Date Date that the inspection was performed.   
DOBRunDate Date when query is run and pushed to 
Open Data. Could be used to 















                       Complaint 
62 Elevator-Danger Condition/Shaft Open/Unguarded B 
65 Gas Hook-Up/Piping - Illegal or Defective A 
66 Plumbing Work - Illegal/No Permit(Also Sprinkler/Standpipe) B 
67 Crane - No Permit/License/Cert/Unsafe/Illegal A 
71 SRO -  Illegal Work/No PermiUChange In  Occupancy Use B 
73 Fa ilure to Maintain C 
74 Illegal Commercial/Manufacturin g Use In  Res idential Zone C 
75 Adult Establishment B 
76 Unlicensed/Illegal/Improper Plumbing Work In Progress A 
77 Contrary To Ll58/87 (Handicap Access) C 
78 Privately Owned Public Space/Non-Compliance B 
79 Lights from Parking  Lot  Shining on Building C 
80 Elevator Not Inspected/Illegal/No Permit D 
81 Elevator -  Acc ident A 
82 Boiler -  AccidenUExplosion A 
83 Construction - Contrary/Beyond Approved Plans/Permits B 
85 Fa ilure to Retain Water/Improper Drainage (LL103/89) C 
86 Work  Contrary to Stop Work Order A 
88 Safety NeUGuard Rail-Dam/lnadequate/None(6fl.75ft. or less) B 
89 Accident - Cranes/Derricks/Suspension A 
90 Unlicensed/Illegal Activity C 
91 Site Conditions Endangering Workers A 
92 Illegal Conversion of Manufacturing/Industrial Space B 
93 Request for  Retaining Wall Safety In spection B 
94 Plumbing-Defective/Leaking/Not Maintained C 
1A Illegal  Conversion Commercial  Building/Space  to Dwelling Units B 
18 Illegal Tree Removal/Tope. Change In SNAD B 
1D Con Edison Referral B 
1 E Suspended  (Hanging) Scaffolds-  No Permit/License /Dangerous/Accident A 
1G Stalled Construction Site B 































































Appendix E: Variable List 
 
As factors (levels): 
1. Borough (5) 
2. Department of Finance Housing Classification (23) 
3. Major Permit Type Levels (15) 
4. 1, 2, or 3 Family Home (2) 
5. Site Safety Job (3) 
6. Landmarked Building (2) 
7. Site Soil Fill (2) 
8. MaxDocNum = indicates largest permit on a BIN (4) 
Incident Related Variables 
1. INJFAT_R[INT] = Number of Prior Incidents within N weeks from cut date 
 
Permit Related Variables 
1. Permit Type: A1, A2, A3, DM, NB 
2. Permit Type, binary: A1, A2, A3, DM, NB 
3. Permit work type: EQ, PL, OT, CC, SD, BL, MH, SP, FP, FS, FB, FA 
4. Jobcost = sum of all unique permits on BIN that have provided an estimated job 
cost 
5. SelfCertification = sum of all unique permits on BIN that were submitted through 
the self-certification program 
6. IssuedStatus= sum of all permits that have an a status of “issued” 
7. ReIssuedStatus = sum of all permits that have an a status of “re-issued” 
8. TCFA = Total Construction Floor Area of work site 
 
 
Complaint (CC) or Disposition (DC) Related (list truncated) 




























1. Perc_ActivePermits = Percentage of remaining active permits  
(Total predictor side permit count minus the number of predictor side permit sign offs) 
divided by the total number of predictor side permits.  
2. PermitSOC1 = Total active permits on BIN before cutoff Date minus total signed 
off permits on predictor side 
3. Ratio_CR_NCR = Ratio of the sum of construction related complaints to non 
construction related complaints 
4. Recent_Cactivity_[INT]WL = Sum complaints recorded within N weeks from cut 
date 
5. Recent_Pactivity_[INT]WL = Sum permits recorded within N weeks from cut 
date 
6. Recent_PSOactivity_[INT]WL = Sum permits recorded within N weeks from cut 
date 
7. Recent_DCL2L3activity_[INT]WL = Sum of full or partial stop work order 
rescinded within N weeks 
8. Recent_DCi2activity_[INT]WL = Sum of the disposition no action necessary 
within N weeks 
9. TimeInactiveFromCutDate = cut date minus the last recorded event date 
10. Deadbin_[INT]WL (binary) = No recorded activity within N weeks of the cutdate 
11. Recent[N]_NegBeta – The summation of complaint variables that have been 
found to decrease the odds ratio of an incident in saturated models. 
1. "01","88","94","37","2E","23","09","21","05","03","53","4M",'1Z',"85", 
"4C","4B","66","63","73" 
12. Recent[N]_PosBeta - The summation of complaint variables that have been found 
to increase the odds ratio of an incident in saturated models. 
1. "04","29","83","4K","81","4J","30","4L","80","86","58","90","31",                                               
“65”,"59",'10',"15","62","79","1E","4G","84","2B","2L" 
13. MComplaintTTF = Mean distance of complaint events from cut date 
 
Permit Related Duration Variables 













2. M_Permit_TTF = Average time from start of a permit to the cut date 
3. SD_Permit_TTE = Standard deviation of time from minimum event to a new 
permit 
 
Complaint Duration Related 
1. Complaint_RespRate = Mean time from complaint received to inspection 
2. Disp_RespRate = Mean time from complaint received to disposition 
 
Complaint Time Location Related 
1. C_TTFM = Mean time from recorded complaints to cut date 
2. C_TTFMed = Median time from recorded complaints to cut date 
3. C_TTFSD =  Standard Deviation of time from recorded complaints to cut date 
 
Collapsed (doubly aggregated) Variables: 
 
1. DC_A = Sum of all disposition code A recorded on BIN for active interval 
2. DC_B = Sum of all disposition code B 
3. DC_C = Sum of all disposition code C 
4. DC_Y = Sum of all disposition code Y 
5. CCDA_bt100 = Sum of all Complaint Categories that have between 0 and 100 
counts, times the number of them given a Disposition A  
6. CCDA_bt500 = Sum of all Complaint Categories that have between 100 and 500 
counts, times the number of them given a Disposition A  
7. CCDA_bt1000 = Sum of all Complaint Categories that have between 500 and 
1000 counts and given a Disposition A 
8. CCDA_[CC] = Complaint category [CC] that resulted in a Disposition A 
 
